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Abstract

This paper explores the e�ects of monetary policy shocks on banks' liability structures and

funding costs. Banks obtain most of their funding from a combination of demand deposits �

i.e. zero-interest deposits � and interest-bearing deposits. Using local demographic variations as

instruments for banks' liability structures, I measure the impact of monetary policy shocks on

each bank's interest-bearing deposit rate as a function of the bank's before-the-shock liability

structure. I �nd that when monetary policy tightens each bank faces an out�ow of demand

deposits. It responds by issuing more interest-bearing deposits, but pays on them an interest rate

that increases with the quantity of demand deposits being substituted. This �nding supports the

existence of the bank lending channel of monetary policy transmission. I also provide evidence

that larger banks can substitute funding sources more cheaply than smaller banks, and that

demand deposits are less sensitive to monetary policy shocks when the local banking market is

more concentrated.
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1 Introduction

Banks obtain most of their funding from deposits. On average, 80% of a U.S. commercial bank's

total assets are funded through deposits.1 In the U.S., demand deposits (DDs), which essentially

include checking accounts, usually pay very little interest.2 Their opportunity cost is then likely to

depend on the pro�tability of other liquid investments, such as interest-bearing deposits (IBDs) and

Treasury Bills. Consider the case in which the Federal Reserve engages in a tight monetary policy.

If market interest rates increase, depositors may decide to withdraw their DDs to invest in more

appealing investments. The out�ow of DDs leads banks to issue more IBDs. However, if the interest

rate that they are asked increases with the quantity to borrow, banks may not substitute every dollar

lost, and, instead, may decrease their loan supply. Most of the literature that studies the lending

channel of monetary policy transmission directly focuses on the e�ects of monetary policy on bank

loan supply.3 However, in order to fully characterize why monetary policy eventually impacts bank

loan supply, it is important to �rst investigate whether or not monetary policy in fact changes banks'

liability structures and funding costs.

In this paper, I empirically explore how monetary policy impacts banks' liability structures and

funding costs. I analyze yearly data of every FDIC-insured U.S. commercial and savings bank from

June 30, 1994 to June 30, 2010. I take IBDs as the banks' marginal funding source, and assume that

each bank's IBD interest rate is the bank's marginal funding rate. I investigate whether or not the

IBD interest rate is increasing with the quantity to borrow, and whether or not DDs are sensitive

to monetary policy shocks. When these conditions hold true, a contractionary monetary policy has

the e�ect of reducing the supply of DDs to banks, and leads banks to substitute the out�ow of DDs

by issuing IBDs at increasing interest rates. My identi�cation strategy exploits exogenous variation

in each bank's amount of DDs, and quanti�es how the reaction of DDs to monetary policy shocks

transmits to the bank's IBD interest rate. I also study whether and how the transmission of monetary

policy shocks varies with bank size and the local banking market concentration. A priori, due to

1Figure 1 plots the evolution over time, and distinguishes between small, medium, and large banks.
2In fact, as I discuss later, until July 21, 2011, Regulation Q explicitly prohibited interest payments on these

deposits.
3See, for example, Kashyap and Stein (2000), Kishan and Opiela (2000), Campello (2002), Gambacorta (2005),

Ashcraft (2006), and Jiménez, Ongena, Peydro, and Saurina (2012)).
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their greater market power and wider market scope, larger banks should be able to substitute the

same amount of DDs more cheaply. Additionally, banks that operate in more concentrated markets

may agree not to adjust the IBD interest rate to monetary policy shocks (Hannan and Berger (1991)

and Neumark and Sharpe (1992)). If that is the case, depositors may be less willing to modify their

allocations of DDs. Therefore, in a more concentrated banking market, DDs may be less sensitive to

monetary policy shocks.

In my analysis, I proxy monetary policy shocks by the year changes in the Federal funds rate.

The baseline empirical model relates the marginal funding rate that a bank pays when a monetary

policy shock is realized to three components: the before-the-shock amount of DDs; its interaction

with the monetary policy shock; and the before-the-shock amount of loans. DDs are alternative to

IBDs. So, by comparing banks with di�erent before-the-shock amounts of DDs, I can determine if

the IBD interest rate is increasing with the quantity being borrowed. The interaction term captures

the change in the marginal funding rate due to the shift in the quantity of DDs, as caused by the

monetary policy shock, and its substitution with IBDs.4 This term is signi�cantly di�erent from

zero only if the marginal funding rate changes with the quantity to borrow, and if DDs are sensitive

to monetary policy shocks. Finally, comparing banks with di�erent before-the-shock amounts of

loans is another way to determine if the IBD interest rate is increasing with the quantity being

borrowed. In fact, holding constant the amount of DDs, a larger amount of loans implies a greater

need to �nance with IBDs. Then, because loans are illiquid investments and cannot be liquidated

quickly, the larger the before-the-shock amount of loans, the more a bank needs to �nance with IBDs

whatever monetary policy shock is realized.

The identi�cation challenge is that the before-the-shock amounts of DDs and loans are likely to

be endogenous. Both DDs supply and loan demand may depend on elements such as advertising,

managerial ability, and e�ort, which are decided by each bank and are mostly unobservable. These

elements also a�ect the quantity of DDs and loans after the monetary policy shock is realized. Thus,

they a�ect the marginal funding rate, and enter into the unobservable term. This implies that the

before-the-shock amounts of DDs and loans are correlated with that term. As a consequence, an OLS

4Using this speci�cation, I hypothesize that the shifts in the quantity of DDs are proportional to the level of DDs.
In other words, monetary policy shocks cause larger changes in the quantity of DDs in banks with larger amounts of
DDs.
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estimation is inconsistent and biased. I overcome this issue by making use of instrumental variable

techniques. I exploit a novel set of exogenous shifters derived from the demographic and economic

shocks that hit the location of each bank. Using data from the Survey of Consumer Finances and

the Consumer Expenditure Survey, I provide household-level evidence that demographics in�uence

the supply of DDs and the demand for loans by households and �rms. For example, the older is the

household the larger are the amounts in his checking accounts, and the larger are his expenditures.

In aggregate, therefore, when population age increases, local �rms face higher demand for their

products and services, and may then increase the demand for bank loans. I obtain a broad set of

county-year level demographic and economic characteristics, and I aggregate them to the bank-year

level depending on where each bank has its branches. I show that these shifters change each bank's

amount of DDs and loans, and the e�ects are consistent with the household-level analysis. In fact,

banks that are located in areas where the mean age of the population increases display upward shifts

in the quantities of DDs and loans.

Armed with these exogenous shocks, I assess the e�ects of the before-the-shock amounts of DDs

and loans on the marginal funding rate.5 The results show that the marginal funding rate decreases

with the before-the-shock amount of DDs, and increases with the before-the-shock amount of loans.

So, DDs prevent the IBD interest rate from rising, while loans cause it to rise. These results claim that

the marginal funding rate increases with the quantity of IBDs to borrow. The other important �nding

is that the e�ect of the interaction term between the lagged amount of DDs and the monetary policy

shock is strongly signi�cant, and indicates that the amount of DDs decreases in periods of monetary

policy tightening, and increases in periods of monetary policy loosening. Overall, the results suggest

that when monetary policy tightens, banks substitute the out�ow of DDs by issuing IBDs, and this

increases the banks' marginal funding rates. The �ndings are robust to the inclusion of variables that

control for each bank's ability and/or necessity to collect IBDs. I consider the bank capitalization

(e.g. Kishan and Opiela (2000), Gambacorta and Mistrulli (2004), Gambacorta (2005), and Jiménez

et al. (2012)), the participation to a bank holding company (Campello (2002), Gambacorta (2005),

5In my speci�cation, I absorb any aggregate component by time �xed e�ects. Equally, I control for every time-
invariant bank-speci�c components with bank �xed e�ects. Finally, I control for the contemporaneous demographic
shocks, as these shift the supply of DDs and the demand for loans. Indeed, the larger are the exogenous in�ows of
DDs, and the lower is loan demand, the less a bank is forced to borrow IBDs.
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and Ashcraft (2006)), and the international scale of activity (Cetorelli and Goldberg (2012)).

To assess the economic signi�cance of my estimates, I consider the following example. From June

30, 2004 to June 30, 2005, the Federal funds rate increased by 119 basis points. I take two banks

that di�er for one standard deviation in the amount of DDs as at June 30, 2004. According to my

estimates, I aim to determine the e�ects of such a di�erence on the IBD interest rates that the two

banks pay when the policy shock is realized. Absent the policy shock, the bank that detains one

extra standard deviation of DDs has a lower need to �nance with IBDs. Its IBD interest rate is

23 basis points lower. However, the policy shock causes an out�ow of these deposits, and the bank

that has one extra standard deviation faces a larger out�ow. The substitution of the extra standard

deviation of DDs corresponds to an increase in the marginal funding rate of four basis points. To have

a sense of the magnitude of these �gures, the standard deviation of the 2005 IBD interest rate, after

controlling for time and bank �xed e�ects, was 63 basis points. This suggests that the substitution

of DDs with IBDs has a mild but non-negligible e�ect on the marginal funding rate. Additionally,

it suggests that the cross-sectional heterogeneity in the IBD interest rate depends, to a large extent,

on the amount of DDs that banks detain.

Next, I investigate if the dependence of the IBD interest rate on the quantity being borrowed,

and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks, vary with the bank's size and the local banking

market concentration. First, I construct bank-year speci�c measures of bank size and banking market

concentration. Then, I modify the baseline model interacting the constructed measures with the

before-the-shock amount of DDs, and with its interaction with the monetary policy shock. I �nd

that the amount of DDs is associated with a smaller decrease in the marginal funding rate when the

size of the bank increases. I also �nd that the change in the IBD interest rate due to the substitution

of DDs with IBDs decreases the more the banking market is concentrated. Overall, these results

corroborate the hypothesis that due to their greater market power and wider market scope, larger

banks are able to substitute the same amount of DDs more cheaply than smaller banks, and that

DDs are less sensitive to monetary policy shocks in more concentrated banking markets.

This paper is mainly related to the literature on the bank lending channel of monetary policy

transmission (Bernanke and Blinder (1988) and Bernanke and Gertler (1995)). Stein (1998), Kashyap

and Stein (2000) and Jayaratne and Morgan (2000) argue that banks' inability to costlessly substitute
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funding sources can depend on adverse selection.6 However, while adverse selection can be one reason,

Kashyap and Stein (1994) suggest that the lending channel arises, more generally, if banks face an

imperfectly elastic supply of alternative liabilities. This paper is, to my knowledge, the �rst to

analyze how monetary policy actually changes banks' liability structures and funding costs. It adds

to the literature by providing evidence that the supply of DDs to banks shifts when monetary policy

changes stance, and that substituting DDs with IBDs is increasingly costly. In other words, this

paper proves that the supply of IBDs, which are taken as the banks' marginal funding source, is

imperfectly elastic. So, while the analysis is agnostic on the causes of such imperfect elasticity, it

�nds support for the bank lending channel.

The magnitude of the lending channel in the cross-section of banks has been extensively studied.

Monetary contractions are followed by smaller loan supply decreases in larger banks (e.g. Kashyap

and Stein (1995, 2000) and Kishan and Opiela (2000)), and in banks located in more concentrated

markets (Adams and Amel (2011)).7 My �ndings contribute to this literature suggesting that the

reason larger banks cut back lending less is that their marginal funding source is cheaper. At the

same time, they indicate that the reason banks operating in more concentrated markets diminish

their loan supply less is that banking market concentration limits the sensitivity of DDs to monetary

policy shocks.

This paper is also connected to a growing body of literature that looks at how liquidity shocks

that hit banks are eventually transmitted to their loan supply (Khwaja and Mian (2008), Paravisini

(2008), Iyer and Peydro (2011), and Gilje, Loutskina, and Strahan (2013)).8 My �ndings indicate

6Their argument is that monetary policy shocks shift the supply of insured deposits, and banks have the ability to
adjust their funding needs only by raising uninsured funds. In presence of adverse selection, banks cannot raise any
amount of uninsured funds, and are credit rationed at equilibrium. So, a monetary contraction, which reduces the
amount of completely insured deposits, decreases the overall amount of bank liabilities, and thus bank loan supply.
Maechler and McDill (2006) provide empirical evidence that �nancially sound banks can raise uninsured deposits by
raising the associated interest rate, while weak banks cannot. Maechler and McDill (2006) do not investigate, however,
if monetary policy shocks actually shift the supply of insured deposits to banks.

7Monetary contractions are also followed by smaller loan supply decreases in banks with a larger bu�er of liquid
securities (Kashyap and Stein (2000) and Jiménez et al. (2012)), in more capitalized banks (Kishan and Opiela
(2000), Gambacorta and Mistrulli (2004), Gambacorta (2005), and Jiménez et al. (2012)), in banks that are part of a
multi-bank holding company (Campello (2002), Gambacorta (2005) and Ashcraft (2006)), in banks with international
scope (Cetorelli and Goldberg (2012)), and in banks with a higher exposure to interest rate risk (Landier, Sraer,
and Thesmar (2013)). Most of these analyses focus on U.S. data. Evidence on the magnitude and cross-sectional
heterogeneity of the lending channel in the European Union can be found, more speci�cally, in De Bondt (1999),
Favero, Giavazzi, and Flabbi (1999), Ehrmann, Gambacorta, Martìnez-Pagés, Sevestre, and Worms (2001), Altunba³,
Fazylov, and Molyneux (2002), Angeloni, Kashyap, and Mojon (2003), and Angeloni, Kashyap, Mojon, and Terlizzese
(2003).

8Similarly, Peek and Rosengren (1997), Chava and Purnanandam (2011), Schnabl (2012), and Cetorelli and Gold-
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that substituting funding sources is not costless. Any out�ow of DDs, caused not only by a monetary

tightening but by any other reason, forces banks to borrow at increasing costs. As a consequence,

potential loans that would bring a marginal revenue that is lower than the increased marginal cost

are unserved, which is why loan supply decreases.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I describe the di�erent U.S.

bank deposit types, the e�ects of monetary policy shocks on bank liabilities and funding rate, and

how to empirically test the mechanism. In Section 3, I display household-level evidence on the e�ects

of demographics on DDs supply and loan demand. I describe the identi�cation strategy in Section 4,

and the data in Section 5. In Section 6, I present the results, and in Section 7 I discuss their economic

signi�cance. Finally, Section 8 reports di�erent robustness checks, and Section 9 concludes.

2 How monetary policy changes bank liability structure

First, I explore the di�erences between U.S. bank deposit types. Di�erent deposit types are associated

with di�erent interest rates, and react di�erently to monetary policy shocks. Second, I describe the

mechanism through which monetary policy shocks are transmitted to bank liabilities, and how one

can test and quantify this mechanism through the analysis of the realized marginal funding rate.

2.1 U.S. bank deposit types and the marginal funding rate

In the U.S., small- and medium-sized banks have, on average, 85% of their total assets backed

by domestically raised deposits (Figure 1). The �gure is slightly lower for large banks, at around

75%.9 U.S. bank deposits are not, however, homogenous. Di�erences in deposit interest rates and

reservability are particularly important for understanding the e�ects of monetary policy shocks on

banks' liability structures.

DDs are �deposits that are payable on demand �, and are used by depositors as a liquid store

of value.10 Until July 21, 2011, Regulation Q explicitly prohibited interest payments on these de-

berg (2012), analyze how liquidity shocks from abroad propagate into the domestic credit market through cross-border
ownership of banks.

9I de�ne small banks as those below the 50th percentile for total assets nationally in a given period. Medium banks
are those between the 50th percentile and the 95th percentile. Large banks are those above the 95th percentile.

10FRB Regulations, Part 204, Sec. 2. De�nitions.
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posits.11 There were no such restrictions on IBDs. IBDs include savings deposits, money market

deposit accounts, and time deposits, raised both in small denomination (< $100,000) and in large

denomination (> $100,000) accounts.12 IBDs were allowed to pay a positive interest rate, while being

less liquid than DDs and similar to securities such as Treasury Bills.

The Federal Reserve Board's Regulation D requires commercial banks to hold a certain fraction

of their reservable liabilities in reserves.13 Reservable liabilities consist of net transaction accounts,

non-personal time deposits, and eurocurrency liabilities. Net transaction accounts, in turn, are com-

posed essentially of DDs.14 Since December 27, 1990, non-personal time deposits and eurocurrency

liabilities have had a reserve ratio of zero.15 As a consequence, DDs must almost exclusively be

backed by reserves.

In the period from June 30, 1994 to June 30, 2010 (which is the focus of my analysis), DDs di�er

from IBDs as they do not pay any interest and are (almost) the only reservable deposits. DDs and

IBDs do not di�er with respect to deposit insurance. The coverage limit for both DDs and IBDs was

$100,000 until October 3, 2008, at which point it was raised to $250,000.16 In practice, therefore,

11FRB Regulations, Part 217, Sec. 3. Interest on demand deposits. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System repealed the prohibition, implementing Section 627 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act, with e�ective date July 21, 2011.

12A savings deposit is �a deposit with respect to which the depositor is required [...] to give written notice of an

intended withdrawal not less than seven days before withdrawal is made, and that is not payable on a speci�ed date or

at the expiration of a speci�ed time after the date of deposit�. A money market deposit account (MMDA) is also a
savings deposit �from which, under the terms of the deposit contract or by practice of the depository institution, the

depositor is permitted or authorized to make no more than six transfers and withdrawals [...] per calendar month�.
Typically, a MMDA requires a average minimum balance over the month. Finally, a time deposit is a �deposit that
the depositor does not have a right and is not permitted to make withdrawals from within six days after the date of

deposit unless the deposit is subject to an early withdrawal penalty� (FRB Regulations, Part 204, Sec. 2. De�nitions).
Regulation Q used to put caps on savings and time deposits as well. These caps were progressively removed during the
1980's, in particular thanks to the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980. Still, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act requires the FDIC to prevent banks that are less than well capitalized from soliciting
deposits at interest rates that signi�cantly exceed prevailing rates. The mechanism by which the FDIC sets deposit
rate caps for less than well capitalized banks changed in 2009, and started to be e�ective on January 1, 2010.

13These take the form of vault cash and, if vault cash is insu�cient, of a deposit maintained with a Federal Reserve
Bank.

14Total transaction accounts include demand deposits and automatic transfer service (ATS) accounts, NOW ac-
counts, share draft accounts, telephone or preauthorized transfer accounts, ineligible bankers acceptances, and obli-
gations issued by a�liates maturing in seven days or less. To get the net, one has to subtract from total transaction
accounts the amounts due from other depository institutions and cash items in the process of collection.

15The Garn-St Germain Act of 1982 exempted the �rst $2 million of reservable liabilities from reserve requirements.
This �exemption amount� is adjusted each year according to a formula speci�ed by the act.

16Preliminarly, the Congress approved a temporary increase which was e�ective through December 31, 2010. On
July 21, 2010, President Barack Obama signed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
into law, which permanently raised the current standard maximum deposit insurance amount to $250,000. Also,
before and after the crisis, particular sub-categories of deposits were given extra coverage. Relevant is the case of
noninterest-bearing transaction accounts, which enjoyed full insurance from December 31, 2010, through December
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both DDs and IBDs may be only partly insured.

I take IBDs as the banks' marginal funding source. In other words, I assume that when a bank

needs to raise additional �nancing reasonably quickly, it goes on the IBD market. As I detail in the

following, this assumption does not mean that banks do not have the ability to target and collect

DDs. The assumption says that doing so requires more time. Taking IBDs as the banks' marginal

funding source is particularly reasonable for small- and medium-sized banks. These banks �nance

mainly with retail � i.e. fully insured � deposits, and have limited access to alternative funding

sources, such as wholesale markets (Bassett and Brady (2002) and Park and Pennacchi (2009)). The

case for large banks is di�erent. Large banks have the ability to �nance on wholesale markets. Still,

it should be noted that IBDs include large denomination time deposits, which are often considered

as wholesale �nancing (e.g. Song and Thakor (2007) and Huang and Ratnovski (2011)). That is

why, even in the case of large banks, taking IBDs as the banks' marginal funding source is not too

restrictive.

Each bank's marginal funding rate is, therefore, the interest rate that the bank faces in the IBD

market. Unless the supply of IBDs is perfectly elastic, banks are not able to �nance an arbitrary

amount of IBDs at a constant interest rate. The interest rate required by investors may be increasing

with respect to the quantity to �nance: the larger the amount to borrow, the higher the interest rate

to pay. As I detail in the following, the interest rate elasticity of the supply of IBDs will mediate the

e�ect of monetary policy shocks on the banks' marginal funding rate.

2.2 The e�ects of monetary policy shocks on bank liabilities

The price at which banks trade their reserves is the Federal funds rate. When the Federal Reserve

changes its monetary policy stance, it targets a new Federal funds rate, and may conduct open

market operations to reach it.17 In open market operations the central bank trades with commercial

banks and exchanges securities, such as Treasury Bills, against money (reserves). For example, when

the Federal Reserve aims for a contractionary policy, it announces a higher target for the Federal

31, 2012.
17Guthrie and Wright (2000) suggest that �open mouth� operations are actually enough for the coordination on the

new target rate. The central bank has the ability to move rates simply by announcing its intentions. The threat to
adjust liquidity as needed to achieve the target rate makes, in fact, the market coordinate on the new rate.
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funds rate. Unless the e�ective Federal funds rate automatically adjusts, the Federal Reserve sells

securities and withdraws money held in banks' reserves until the target is reached. In the process,

the price of securities decreases, and their implied return increases.

Monetary policy a�ects the amount of DDs that each bank detains. The literature identi�es two

mechanisms. In the traditional mechanism (e.g. Bernanke and Blinder (1988) and Kashyap and Stein

1995)), the Federal Reserve, in the conduct of monetary policy, directly manipulates the amount of

reserves, and thereby the amount of DDs. Because reservable liabilities � i.e. DDs � are a �xed

multiple of reserves, when the Federal Reserve sets the amount of reserves, it automatically sets the

amount of DDs. In the alternative mechanism (e.g. Disyatat (2008, 2011)), monetary policy a�ects

DDs by changing their opportunity cost. Because DDs may not pay interest, their opportunity cost

depends on the pro�tability of alternative investments (e.g. IBDs, Treasury Bills). When monetary

policy alters such pro�tability, it also a�ects the amount of DDs.

To the extent that a contractionary monetary policy implies both a reduction in reserves and an

increase in market rates, both mechanisms lead to the same outcome. Both the drain of reserves and

the increased attractiveness of alternative investments lead to a decrease in the supply of DDs. The

opposite holds for an expansionary monetary policy.

Monetary policy a�ects IBDs as well. When the stance of monetary policy changes, market

interest rates adjust. This changes the opportunity cost of IBDs, and investors shift their supply.

For example, an increase in market rates during a contractionary phase increases the opportunity

cost of IBDs. This pushes IBD investors to demand a higher interest rate.

2.3 How to test and quantify the mechanism

In order to explore the e�ects of monetary policy on bank liability structure and funding cost, I build

a stylized theoretical model in which a monopolistic bank operates over two periods (the details of

the model can be found in the appendix). In both periods, the bank invests in loans and has access

to DDs and IBDs. In the second period, a stochastic monetary policy shock hits the economy, and

the supplies of DDs and IBDs are modi�ed in response.

In the �rst period, the bank can choose both the amount of loans and the liability structure.

Even though DDs cannot be directly remunerated, the model posits that the bank can attract
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DDs providing greater �service quality�. Service quality can be an extensive branch and/or ATM

network, but also any other non-interest feature that depositors may value, such as advertising

and marketing. Empirical studies, reviewed by VanHoose (2010), �nd that service quality a�ects

depositors' choices. In these analyses, service quality takes the form of weekly o�ce hours/24h

ATM service (Heggestad and Mingo (1976)), branch density (Kim and Vale (2001) and Cerasi et al.

(2002)), and IT/advertising outlays (Martín-Oliver and Salas-Fumás (2008)).

In the second period, the bank can only optimize over the quantity of loans. The service quality

that the bank installed in period 1 may still attract new DDs, but cannot be adjusted in period 2.

Such would be the case, for example, of an advertising campaign that took place in period 1, and

still triggers e�ects in period 2.

The model shows that the impact of the monetary policy shock on period 2 IBD interest rate

depends on the amounts of DDs and loans that the bank has before the shock is realized. These

amounts matter as long as the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic.

In order to compare how di�erent asset and liability structures (as at period 1) a�ect the period

2 IBD interest rate, I consider two scenarios. Relative to the �rst, in the second scenario, the bank

has a larger amount of DDs and loans at the end of period 1. In both cases, the supply of IBDs

is imperfectly elastic, and the IBD interest rate is increasing with the quantity of IBDs to �nance.

In period 2, a contractionary monetary policy shock hits the economy. When the bank displays a

larger amount of DDs at the end of period 1, it still has, after the shock, a lower need to �nance

with IBDs. The period 2 IBD interest rate is then lower than the one paid in the other scenario.

However, the monetary policy shock causes the withdrawal of a proportion of the DDs that the bank

has. Abstracting from changes in loan demand, in both scenarios the bank substitutes the out�owed

DDs by issuing more IBDs. Because the IBD interest rate increases with the amount being borrowed,

substituting DDs with IBDs requires the bank to o�er a higher interest rate. When the bank begins

period 2 with a larger amount of DDs, it has a larger amount to substitute, and so its IBD interest

rate increases more. Finally, holding constant the amount of DDs, a larger stock of loans implies a

greater need to issue IBDs. Then, because loans cannot be liquidated quickly, when the bank begins

period 2 with a larger amount of loans, it has to �nance more with IBDs also when the shock is

realized. This means that the larger the amount of loans at the end of period 1, the higher is period
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2 IBD interest rate (whatever monetary policy shock is realized).

The equation that describes the relationship between period 2 IBD interest rate and period 1

amount of DDs and loans (see equation (11) in the appendix) can be directly brought to the data.

It directly allows us to test if the supply of IBDs is perfectly elastic, and if the sensitivity of DDs to

monetary policy shocks is null. The key is to understand if there is any change in the IBD interest

rate due to the substitution of DDs with IBDs. The quantitative change depends on the elasticity of

the IBD supply and on the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks. In fact, substituting DDs

with IBDs is more expensive when the supply of IBDs is more inelastic, and when the quantitative

changes of DDs are larger. When the elasticity is very low, a marginal increase in the quantity of

IBDs requires a large increase in the interest rate. Similarly, a massive out�ow of DDs implies a

large sum of IBDs to �nance, and therefore a large increase in the IBD interest rate.

The imperfect elasticity of the supply of IBDs, and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy

shocks, are tightly linked to the magnitude of the lending channel of monetary policy. In accordance

with Kashyap and Stein (1994), the model in the appendix reveals that if banks are not able to borrow

any amount of IBDs at a constant interest rate, the out�ows of DDs decrease their loan supply. The

existing large body of empirical literature that shows the existence of the lending channel suggests,

therefore, that the interest rate elasticity of the supply of IBDs is not null.

Still, the model shows that the magnitude of the lending channel is decreasing with the elasticity

of the IBD supply, and increasing with the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks. It is not

clear, in practice, which of these two components is more important. The sensitivity of DDs to

monetary policy shocks is, in fact, hard to quantify a priori. As Disyatat (2008, 2011) and Borio and

Disyatat (2010) argue, neither of the mechanisms through which monetary policy a�ects DDs is likely

to be very e�ective. First, the role of central banks in manipulating reserves, and consequently DDs,

has been greatly de-emphasized in recent years. Banks hold reserves to meet reserve requirements,

but also to have a cushion against uncertainty related to payments �ows. Second, since depositors

hold DDs mainly for transaction purposes, their opportunity cost is not likely to be very responsive

to market rates, and so their sensitivity to monetary policy shocks will be low.

The empirical model can be modi�ed to investigate whether or not the elasticity of the IBD

supply and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks change with regard to the bank's size
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and the banking market concentration. A priori, because larger banks have greater market power

and wider market scope, they are likely to pay IBDs more cheaply. In other words, the elasticity

of the supply of IBDs may be increasing with bank size. Moreover, the more a banking market is

concentrated, the more banks may agree not to adjust their IBD interest rate when the monetary

policy stance changes (Hannan and Berger (1991) and Neumark and Sharpe (1992)). In such a case,

demand depositors would be less incentivized to modify their allocations of DDs to invest in IBDs.

Therefore, DDs may be less sensitive to monetary policy shocks the more the banking market is

concentrated.

Finally, note that the theoretical equation raises concerns about the endogeneity of period 1 DDs.

Service quality chosen in period 1 a�ects DDs supply in period 2, and as service quality cannot be

measured, it falls into the unobservable term. As period 1 service quality clearly a�ects period 1

DDs, the unobserved error term will be correlated with one of the regressors. While not modelled, it

is likely that loan demand also depends on service quality, in which case, the same reasoning applies,

and the period 1 amount of loans is also endogenous. The empirical analysis must account for this.

3 Demographics as shifters for DDs supply and loan demand

The identi�cation strategy requires us to �nd instrumental variables (IVs) for each bank's endogenous

amounts of DDs and loans. These variables need to be uncorrelated with the unobservable term in

the main equation, but also need to a�ect the asset and liability structures that each bank has before

the monetary policy shock is realized. In this section, I concentrate on the latter of these conditions.

I describe how demographic shocks a�ect DDs supply and loan demand.

The Flow of Funds of the U.S. indicates that in 1994 households held 51% and non�nancial

businesses held 25% of the $1240.2bn aggregate amount of checkable deposits and currency. In

2010, of the total amount of $2359.8bn, households held 18% and non-�nancial businesses held 32%.

That suggests that DDs supply essentially depends on these two players and shocks hitting them or

their preferences should be ultimately experienced by banks. The e�ect of households' demographic

characteristics on deposit supply is not new. Becker (2007) looks at U.S. metropolitan statistical

areas (MSAs) and draws a causal relationship between each MSA's fraction of seniors (people aged 65
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or more), the amount of deposits (not distinguishing by type of deposits) collected by banks, and the

number of �rms operating in the MSA. In addition, however, demographics may also have a direct

e�ect on �rms' loan demand to the extent that they a�ect households' spending and consumption.

To understand the e�ects of households' demographic characteristics on the supply of DDs and

loan demand in a given geographical region, two margins need to be considered. The �rst is how

households' demographics a�ect households' direct holdings of DDs. The second is how households'

demographics a�ect consumption and spending and, as a consequence, �rms' holdings of DDs and

loan demand. The second margin, which relates to the macroeconomic e�ects of demographics, merits

an example. At the aggregate level, if household spending increases, so do �rms' money holdings.

Firms, in fact, exchange with households, and receive cash against goods and services. To meet the

increased demand, �rms may place greater orders for their inputs, and may do so upstream �rms as

well. So, the increase in households' spending may stimulate �rms' willingness to invest, and �rms'

loan demand may also increase.

I �rst analyze households' holdings of DDs as a function of their demographic characteristics.

The Survey of Consumer Finances collects household-level information on checking account holdings

together with demographic characteristics, such as age, race, level of education, income, and number

of people in the household. I obtain data for the years 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007, and 2010. Then,

I explain the probability that a household has a checking account by its demographic characteristics

using the Probit model:

Pr [Own check acctht = 1|Xht] = Φ (Xhtα)

where subscripts h and t denote, respectively, households and time. Own check acctht takes the value

of one when h has a checking account at t, and Φ (.) is the cumulative normal distribution function.

X is a matrix of households' demographic characteristics. It includes the age of the head (Age),

the log of the number of people in the household (log (HHsize)), controls for race and education,

the household (log) total income (log (inc)), and year dummies. The controls for race are Black,

Hispanic, and Other, and take the value of one if the head is, respectively, black/African-American,

hispanic, or either Asian, American Indian/Alaska Native or Native Hawaiian/Paci�c Islander. The
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controls for education are College and PhD, which equal to one if the head has taken any college-

level, respectively PhD-level, classes.

Next, conditionally on the household having at least one checking account, I explain the (log)

dollar amount that it detains (Check acctht) by the usual demographic characteristics (Xht) using

the model:

log (1 + Check acctht) = Xhtβ + uht

where uht denotes the error term.

Table 1 displays the results. Demographics do a�ect both the probability of having a checking

account and the amounts stored therein, and in the same direction. The relationship is positive

with income, education level and age. It is negative with the household being non-white, with a

particularly strong magnitude in the case of black/African-American. The result on age is consistent

with that of Becker (2007). Similarly, the e�ect of belonging to a minority is coherent with the

analysis conducted by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in January 2009 (FDIC (2009)).

Using data from a special supplement to the U.S. Census Bureau's Current Population Survey that

study �nds that a large fraction of U.S. households do not have a bank account, and that participation

is particularly low amongst minorities. Table 1 also reveals that the more numerous the household

� i.e. the larger log (HHsize) � the lower is the amount held in the checking account(s). Arguably,

the reason is that larger households spend more and this depletes the holdings of cash and DDs.

I then analyze households' expenditures as a function of their demographic characteristics. I

obtain micro data on households' quarterly expenditures from the 2003 Quarterly Interview Sur-

vey, included in the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX). I explain the (log) dollar amount of a

household's expenditures (Exp) by its demographic characteristics X following the model:

log (1 + Exph) = Xhβ + uh

where h indicates the household, and uh the error term. I consider di�erent types of expendi-

tures Exp: total expenditures (Total), total food expenditures (Food), total expenditures for food

consumed at home (Home food), total expenditures for shelter, utilities, fuels, public services, house-
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hold operations, housefurnishings and equipment (House), total expenditures for housefurnishings

and equipment (Furnish), and total apparel expenditures (Apparel). Similarly to the analysis of

households' holdings of DDs, X includes the age of the head (Age), the log of the number of people

in the household (log (HHsize)), the same controls for race and education, the household (log) total

income (log (inc)), but also a control for whether h resides in a urban area (Urban), and region

dummies.

Results appear in Table 2, and show that expenditures increase with income, education level, and

age of the head. Conversely, they decrease when the household belongs to a minority. Consistent

with the hypothesis advanced, more numerous households appear to have larger expenditures. Im-

portantly, all demographic characteristics in�uence all types of expenditures in the same direction.18

The analysis of households' holdings of DDs and households' expenditures can be combined.

Household income and age of the head are positively related to the probability of having a checking

account, the amount of money stored therein, and the level of expenditures. An increase in per capita

income and average age in a given region should then be associated with an increase in the supply of

DDs, and �rms' demand for loans. Minorities have, all other things being equal, a lower probability

of having a checking account, lower amounts in their checking accounts, and lower expenditures.

As a consequence, the higher their presence, the lower the DDs supply and �rms' loan demand is

expected to be. Finally, household size relates negatively to the amounts deposited in the checking

accounts, but positively to expenditures. The e�ect of household size on the regional DDs supply

depends on which e�ect is actually dominating. Nevertheless, the e�ect of household size on �rms'

loan demand is clear and expected to be positive.

Because banks are located in di�erent areas, they face di�erent demographic shocks, and therefore

di�erent shocks in DDs supply and loan demand. In the data section, I describe how bank-speci�c

shifters for DDs supply and loan demand can be constructed from county-year level demographic data.

Data on income, race, and age are retrievable at such levels. From these data, I construct measures

of the demographic dynamics that each bank faces in the areas where it operates. Data on household

size are, instead, not available at the county-year level. However, as larger households are normally

18The only exception is the age of the head. This is positively related to most types of expenditures (including total
expenditure) but negatively to expenditures for housefurnishings and equipment, and for total apparel.
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those where the number of children is higher, the proportion of children in the population may be

used as a proxy for the average household size in the area. To be certain, I test this relationship using

the data from the Survey of Consumer Finances and the Consumer Expenditure Survey. I explain

the (log) household size (HHsize) by the usual demographic characteristics, plus the proportion of

people in the household aged less than 18 (Prop young), and the proportion of people aged over 64

(Prop old). Results reveal that household size is strongly and positively related to the proportion of

people in the household aged less than 18 (Table 3). The correlation is negative with the proportion

of people aged over 64, suggesting that when the number of elderly people increases, the household

shrinks in size. All parameter estimates are consistent across the two datasets. In the following, I

proxy each region's average household size by the proportions of children and elderly people.

4 Identi�cation strategy

The objective is to study how monetary policy shocks a�ect each bank's marginal funding rate as

a function of the asset and liability structures that the bank has before the monetary policy shocks

realize. I present the baseline model, which enables us to test (1) if the marginal funding rate depends

on the quantity to �nance, and (2) if DDs are sensitive to monetary policy shocks. The endogeneity of

the asset and liability structures is the identi�cation challenge of the analysis. I discuss under which

conditions a set of IVs is valid. Then, I present additional econometric models which investigate

whether or not the elasticity of the IBD supply and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks

change with bank size and banking market concentration.

4.1 Baseline model

The baseline econometric model can be directly derived from the theoretical model in the appendix. I

observe an unbalanced panel of J banks operating over T periods. At any period t, the IBD interest

rate paid by a bank j is rbjt (I detail how I measure it in the data section). Consistent with the

theoretical model, I de�ne djt−1 as the amount of DDs that j has at t − 1 normalized by j's total

assets at t− 2. Similarly, ljt−1 is the amount of total loans and leases that j has at t− 1 normalized

by j's total assets at t− 2. Also, djt−2 (ljt−2) is the amount of DDs (loans and leases) that j has at
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t− 2 normalized by t− 2 total assets.19

The change in monetary policy stance that happens in period t is proxied by the change in the

Federal funds rate, ∆FFt.
20 This is in line with Bernanke and Blinder (1992) and Kashyap and Stein

(2000). Both ∆FFt and r
b
jt are expressed in hundreds of basis points (bp).

I model rbjt as:

rbjt = γdjt−1 + γ∆FF (djt−1 ×∆FFt) + δljt−1 + β1demogrjt + β24demogrjt + ηt + ηj + ηjt (1)

where demogrjt are the demographic levels that each bank faces in the areas in which it is set, and

4demogrjt are the innovations with respect to t− 1. ηt and ηj are time and bank �xed e�ects and

ηjt is the idiosyncratic error.

Model (1) enables us to test if the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic. If rbjt is a function of

the quantity of IBDs that j borrows, then the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic. So, because

DDs are alternative to IBDs, testing if γ is equal to zero corresponds to testing if the supply of

IBDs is perfectly elastic. The sign of γ indicates if the IBD interest rate is increasing or decreasing

with the amount of IBDs to borrow. In particular, the sign of γ is the opposite of the sign of the

relationship between rbjt and the amount of IBDs. γ is negative, for example, when j has to o�er a

greater interest rate the more it has to borrow.

Next, if the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic, rbjt incorporates the substitution of DDs with

IBDs as caused by period t monetary policy shock. Period t monetary policy shock, ∆FFt, modi�es

the amount of DDs, djt−1, and bank j responds by changing the quantity of IBDs borrowed. If the

supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic, such change alters the IBD interest rate. γ4FF traces the

impact on rbjt of a 100bp change in the Federal funds rate per unit of DDs held at t−1. It is important

19The normalizing factor of period t − 1 and period t − 2 DDs and loans is arbitrary. One alternative could be to
normalize by the total assets of each period. The reason I use period t − 2 total assets as normalizing factor is that
it allows me to isolate the e�ects of the demographic shocks on DDs and loans. For example, when I regress djt−1

over djt−2, and the demographic shocks, demographic shocks are meant to explain the normalized change in DDs. If
I used, instead, the normalization by each period's total assets, and regressed the normalized amount of DDs over the
demographic shocks, I would not be able to say if demographics impact DDs, or total assets, or both.

20I obtain historical data on the Federal funds rate from the website of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. I
take the geometric average of the e�ective daily Federal funds rate over period t, and over period t− 1. Then, I take
the di�erence between the two and obtain ∆FFt.
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to note that while monetary policy shocks are aggregate shocks, they do not a�ect all banks the same

way. They impact banks proportionally to the amount of DDs that they hold. Testing if γ4FF is

equal to zero is the same as testing if the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic, and if DDs are

sensitive to monetary policy shocks.

Model (1) also relates rbjt to the lagged normalized amount of loans and leases, ljt−1. Holding

the amount of DDs constant, a larger stock of loans equates to a larger amount of IBDs to �nance.

When the monetary policy shock hits the economy, loans and leases cannot immediately be liquidated.

As a consequence, banks that start the period with a larger amount of loans and leases still have

greater need to �nance with IBDs when the monetary policy shock is realized. The argument about

the liquidity of the bank balance sheet is related to prior evidence on the bank lending channel.

Among others, Kashyap and Stein (2000) and Jiménez et al. (2012) suggest that liquid securities

enable banks to decrease their loan supply less when contractionary monetary policy shocks realize.

The reason is that banks can respond to the withdrawal of DDs by liquidating the securities that

they have, without the need to decrease their loan supply. Here the reasoning is regarding the

necessity to keep the amount of liabilities unaltered. Controlling for the amount of loans and leases

is, essentially, controlling for the opposite of liquid assets. So, the larger is a bank's holdings of loans

and leases, the larger the quantity of IBDs the bank needs to borrow whatever monetary policy shock

is realized. Therefore, δ captures whether the IBD interest rate changes with the quantity of IBDs

being borrowed.

The model controls for the exogenous shifts in loan demand and DDs supply. The reason for

doing that is that if rbjt is a function of the quantity of IBDs that j borrows, changes in loan demand

and DDs supply a�ect the quantity of IBDs demanded by the bank, and in turn the interest rate

paid. Aggregate components, such as GDP growth, are captured by the time �xed e�ect ηt, while

bank-speci�c components are captured by the vector of demographic shocks 4demogrjt. Model (1)

also controls for the level of the demographics demogrjt. Consider the case in which demographics

a�ect the level of risk of the bank, and this is incorporated in rbjt. demogrjt absorbs such e�ect.

The baseline model can be extended to include variables that may a�ect each bank's funding

possibilities. I select a few controls following the literature on the lending channel of monetary

policy. These are intended to either soften the necessity to raise IBDs and/or to ease its collection.
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The Tier1 ratio is a measure of capitalization. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is de�ned as the ratio of period t− 1

amount of Tier 1 (core) capital to period t− 2 total assets. The more a bank is capitalized, the less

it needs to �nance with IBDs and, at the same time, the better it signals to IBD investors about

the quality of its assets (Holmstrom and Tirole (1997), Kishan and Opiela (2000), Gambacorta and

Mistrulli (2004), Gambacorta (2005), and Jiménez et al. (2012)). In this sense, Tier 1 ratiojt−1 also

captures bank j's risk. Then, I include two dummy variables, BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1, which

capture whether bank j belongs to a bank holding company (BHC) at t−1, or, respectively, operates

in other countries at t−1. They are proxies for the ability to �nance through internal capital markets,

so to avoid �nancing on the domestic IBD market. In one case, such a possibility comes from getting

funds from other banks in the BHC (Campello (2002), Gambacorta (2005), and Ashcraft (2006)).

In the other case, the possibility comes from foreign branches of the bank (Cetorelli and Goldberg

(2012)).

4.2 Endogeneity of djt−1 and ljt−1

As discussed in Section 2, banks can attract DDs providing greater service quality. A few examples

of service quality are a large branch network, advertising, and managerial e�ort and ability. The

amount of DDs that a bank displays at t− 1, djt−1, depends on the service quality provided at t− 1.

Similarly, while not speci�cally modelled, it is likely that period t − 1 loan demand, and thereby

ljt−1, are also a function of period t − 1 service quality. Investments in service quality are typically

not measurable and may have e�ects for more than one period. In that case, the amount of loans

and DDs at t are also a function of period t− 1 service quality. The amount of IBDs to borrow at t

is a function of the amount of loans and DDs. So, if the IBD interest rate depends on the quantity of

IBDs to borrow, rbjt is also a function of period t− 1 service quality. Because service quality cannot

be measured, it enters in (1) as the unobservable ηjt. However, as djt−1 and ljt−1 are a function of

period t− 1 service quality, they correlate with ηjt, and are endogenous in (1).

When banks have the ability to provide service quality, so as to a�ect DDs supply and loan

demand, estimating (1) by OLS leads to inconsistent and biased estimates. IV techniques, however,

can apply. The (excluded) IVs need to correlate with the endogenous variables djt−1 and ljt−1, but

need to have zero correlation with ηjt. I look for variables that a�ect the amount of DDs and loans
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that a bank has, but that do not depend on the service quality that the bank provides. I consider

as potential IVs the past normalized amounts djt−2 and ljt−2, and period t − 1 demographic shocks

4demogrjt−1.

To be valid instruments, these variables need not to have any direct e�ect on period t variables.

That means that the supply of DDs and the demand for loans in period t do not have to depend

on period t − 1 demographic shocks 4demogrjt−1. It should be noted that demographic levels at

the end of period t − 1 are allowed to a�ect period t DDs supply and loan demand. The exclusion

restriction can then be stated as follows. Period t − 1 demographic shocks are valid instruments

for djt−1 and ljt−1 as soon as they do not display any further e�ect in period t, once period t − 1

demographic levels are controlled for.

Because djt−1 is endogenous in (1), so is the interaction term djt−1 × ∆FFt. Let d̂jt−1 be the

�tted value resulting from the �rst-stage regression of djt−1 on djt−2, ljt−2, 4demogrjt−1, 4demogrjt,

demogrjt, time and bank �xed e�ects. I follow Wooldridge (2001), and de�ne as (excluded) IVs for

{djt−1; ljt−1; djt−1 ×∆FFt} the set {djt−2; ljt−2; 4demogrjt−1; d̂jt−1 ×∆FFt

}
.

4.3 Extended models

The second step to take is to understand whether or not banks di�er in the elasticity of the supply

of IBDs that they face, and/or in the sensitivity of their DDs to monetary policy shocks. I analyze

if these elements change as a function of bank size and banking market concentration.

I capture bank size by two dummy variables, Top 50jt, and Top 5jt. They indicate if bank j is in

period t in the top 50th, respectively �fth, percentile for total assets at the national level. In terms of

market concentration, I compute the Her�ndahl�Hirschman Indices in terms of number of branches

and amount of deposits of the markets in which bank j operates. These two measures, respectively

HHI NBR−jt and HHI Deps−jt, are computed without considering bank j's market shares, which

is why the subscript is −j.

In order to understand how the elasticity of the IBD supply and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary

policy shocks change with bank size and market concentration, I modify the baseline model (1) by

simply interacting djt−1 and djt−1 ×∆FFt with the di�erent measures created.

Finally, as djt is endogenous in the model, so are its interaction terms. Let the interacted
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characteristic of bank j at t be charjt. The set of endogenous variables is {djt−1; ljt−1; djt−1×charjt;

djt−1×∆FFt; djt−1 ×∆FFt × charjt}. I consider as set of (excluded) IVs {djt−2; ljt−2;4demogrjt−1;

d̂jt−1 × charjt; d̂jt−1 ×∆FFt; d̂jt−1 ×∆FFt × charjt
}
.

5 Data

5.1 Banking data

I obtain data on U.S. commercial and savings banks from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

(FDIC), the U.S. agency responsible for providing deposit insurance to account holders. All FDIC-

insured banks, �lers of either the Reports of Condition and Income (Call Reports), or Thrift Financial

Reports, are accounted for. I employ two datasets: the Statistics on Depository Institutions (SDI);

and the Summary of Deposits (SOD). The �rst includes balance sheets and income statements on

a quarterly basis. The second displays every branch location for each bank, and the amounts of

deposits collected therein, as at June 30 of every year. The period under consideration is from June

30, 1994 to June 30, 2010.

Unfortunately, the demographic and economic information that I merge with the bank level data

is released only as at July 1 of every year. In this study, therefore, periods are one year long and run

from July 1 to the following June 30. Stock banking data � i.e. balance sheet variables � are taken

as at June 30. Instead, quarterly �ow banking data � i.e. income statement variables � need to be

manipulated in order to obtain yearly �gures.

The IBD interest rate is the main variable to be constructed from the �ow banking data. It

is de�ned as follows. First, I obtain quarterly interest rates dividing the domestic deposit interest

payments realized during a quarter by the amount of IBDs outstanding at the end of the previous

quarter. I compound the gross quarterly interest rates realized in the four quarters that compose

the period of interest. Then, I subtract one. So, for example, the 1996 IBD interest rate paid by a

given bank is the product of the gross quarterly interest rates realized during the third and fourth

quarters of 1995, and �rst and second quarters of 1996, minus one.

As argued, for example, by Adams (2012), the consolidation process experienced by the U.S.

banking industry in the last twenty year includes many mergers and acquisitions. It is not clear
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what the e�ects on my analysis would be of including observations from banks involved in such

activities. Thus, I isolate mergers and acquisitions in two ways. First, I obtain the list of mergers

from the website of the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank. I exclude observations of banks engaging

in such activities in that particular year. Second, I compute the year-speci�c distribution of banks'

total assets growth, and I exclude observations below the �rst percentile or above the 99th.

5.2 Demographic and economic data

The Population Estimates Program (PEP) of the U.S. Census Bureau utilizes current data on births,

deaths, and migration, in order to calculate on July 1 every year, the county-level estimates of pop-

ulation, demographic components of change, and housing units. The data sources considered and

confronted are many, and include the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Social Security Adminis-

tration (SSA), the National Center for Health Statistics, and other state and federal agencies. These

estimates are often termed �postcensal estimates�, and are used for Federal funding allocations and in

setting the levels of national surveys. When two consecutive decennial censuses take place, both the

beginning and ending populations are known. �Intercensal estimates� are then produced adjusting

the existing time series of postcensal estimates for the entire decade to smooth the transition from

one decennial census count to the next.21

I retrieve intercensal estimates for every county in the U.S. from 1994 to 2010. The variables

include the number of people disaggregated by gender, �ve-year age group, race and ethnicity.22 I

manipulate the data to obtain for each county-year the mean age of the population (Mean age), the

proportion of young (≤ 19 years old, Prop Y oung) and elderly people (≥65 years old, PropOld),

the proportion of blacks/African-Americans (PropBlack), hispanics (PropHisp) and American In-

dians/Alaska Native, together with Asian/Paci�c Islander (PropOther).

I also collect county-year per-capita income (after taking the log, log (Inc pc)), and number of

jobs per-capita (Jobs pc) from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), Regional Economic Ac-

21More speci�cally, intercensal estimates di�er from the postcensal estimates because they rely on a mathematical
formula that redistributes the di�erence between the April 1 postcensal estimate and the April 1 census count at the
end of the decade.

22The categories of race used by the U.S. Census Bureau come from the O�ce of Management and Budget Directive
No. 15. Race categories are white, black/African-American, American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian/Paci�c Islander.
The hispanic origin is captured by ethnicity and is not considered an additional category of race. Therefore, there can
be overlappings between any race and the hispanic origin.
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counts. Finally, I obtain counties' land area in square miles from the U.S. Census of 2010 and

compute the population density dividing the total resident population by that area and taking the

log (Pop density).

As stressed, both demographic and economic data are obtained at the county-year level. Because,

in general, banks are located in more than one county, it is necessary to �nd a way to aggregate this

information to the bank-year level. The SOD data displays the precise location of each bank branch.

I obtain the total number of branches that a given bank j has at t, and compute the proportion

of branches that j has in county c. This ratio is then used to compute a weighted average of the

demographic and economic conditions that the bank faces. In formula, xct being the county-year

demographic or economic variable, and NBRjct the number of branches that bank j has in c at time

t, the bank-year demographic variable xjt is

xjt =
∑
c

NBRjct

NBRjt

xct

The �gures obtained are the demographic levels demogrjt. Demographic shocks, 4demogrjt, are

obtained taking the year changes. I present the summary statistics of the demographic levels and

shocks in Table 4. The table presents means and standard deviations comparing the years 1996 and

2010. It is interesting to notice that, over this period, banks have been exposed, on average, to

an increase in the proportion of children, mean age, proportion of minorities (especially hispanics),

and population density. The other signi�cant point to note is that demographic shocks are very

heterogeneous in the cross-section of banks. Their standard deviations are, in fact, much larger than

their mean values.

5.3 Market structure data

The SOD data displays the precise location of each bank branch and the amount of deposits collected

therein. I use this data to compute the two proxies for market concentration.

The measure of market concentration in terms of the number of branches is constructed as follows.

I obtain the total number of bank branches present in a county-year. I compute each bank's market

share. I take the square, and sum over all banks. I remove the squared market share of the bank
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to which the measure refers. In this way, I obtain a measure of concentration of the market to

which each bank is exposed, independently of the bank's actions. Finally, I aggregate these bank-

county-year measures to the bank-year level using the strategy adopted for demographics, and obtain

HHI NBR−jt.

I repeat this procedure using the outstanding amount of deposits that each bank holds in a given

county-year instead of the number of branches, and obtain HHI Deps−jt.

6 Results

6.1 First-stage regressions: the e�ect of demographics on DDs and loans

Section 3 presents household-level evidence on the relationship between demographics and DDs and

loans. Here, I present the bank-level evidence. Banks are located in di�erent areas, and are exposed

to di�erent demographic dynamics. If the household-level analysis is con�rmed, the consequence is

that banks display di�erent amounts of DDs and loans.

In the �rst-stage regressions, the two endogenous variables djt−1 and ljt−1 are a function of their

past normalized amounts djt−2, and lj−2, period t − 1 and period t demographic shocks, period t

demographic levels, on top of time and bank �xed e�ects. If demographic shocks actually shape

banks' amounts of DDs and loans, the parameters' estimates of period t − 1 shocks should be

signi�cantly di�erent from zero. Table 5 presents the results. All standard errors are clustered

by bank and year following Thompson (2011).

In the �rst column, the dependent variable is the amount of DDs, djt−1, while in the second

column the dependent variable is the amount of loans, ljt−1. Overall, demographic shocks change

the amounts of DDs and loans in the same direction, however, the same shock alters the amounts

of DDs and loans with di�erent magnitudes. The proportion of children, and elderly, which stand

as proxies for household size, are strongly signi�cant in explaining the amount of DDs. Only the

proportion of children, however, is signi�cant in explaining the amount of loans. The household-level

analysis highlights that large households tend to have a smaller amounts of funds in their checking

accounts, but have larger expenditures. The results of Table 5 suggest that the e�ect on expenditures

dominates in the aggregate. The more households spend, the more they exchange with �rms. The
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result is that larger amounts of cash and DDs circulate in the system and loan demand increases.

Increases in mean age positively a�ects both djt−1 and ljt−1. Statistical signi�cance is strong in

explaining DDs, and mild in explaining loans. This is consistent with older households detaining

larger amounts of DDs, and spending more for consumption. This, in turn, fosters loan demand. The

changes in the proportions of minorities have the expected negative sign, but most of these shocks

display low statistical signi�cance. Only 4PropOtherjt−1 appears with positive sign in explaining

DDs.

The change in income per capita positively a�ects the amount of DDs, but its e�ect is negligible

on loans. Instead, contrary to the expectations, a positive change in the number of jobs per capita

negatively a�ects both DDs and loans. This e�ect is puzzling, and for which there is no clear

explanation. Finally, increases in population density positively a�ect both DDs and loans, and are

strongly signi�cant. The more numerous a community, the more it holds DDs, and the more it

demands loans.

The series of both DDs and loans are very persistent, and the initial levels, djt−2 and ljt−2, appear

strongly signi�cant. Period t demographic shocks, and period t demographic levels are not signi�cant

(and not reported).

6.2 Baseline model

Table 6 presents parameters' estimates of the baseline model (1). While not reported, I control for

period t demographic shocks and levels. Standard errors are again clustered by bank and year. The

�rst column presents OLS estimates, the second column presents IV estimates, and the third column

presents IV estimates controlling for the variables that may a�ect the collection of IBDs.

I start with the IV estimates. The IBD interest rate is negatively related to the lagged normalized

amount of DDs. As DDs are alternative to IBDs, this indicates that the IBD interest rate increases

with the quantity of IBDs to borrow. Indeed, the more a bank holds DDs, the less it needs to borrow

on the IBD market and the lower the interest rate it appears that the bank pays. The estimate is

strongly signi�cant. This is the �rst main �nding. The supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic, and

IBD investors require a given bank to pay an interest rate that is increasing with the quantity of

IBDs to borrow.
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In line with this, I �nd that the IBD interest rate is positively related to the before-the-shock

normalized amount of loans. Holding constant the amount of DDs, a larger stock of loans pairs with

a larger amount of IBDs to �nance. Moreover, as loans cannot be liquidated quickly, such a quantity

still appears on the bank balance sheet when the policy shock is realized. As a consequence, banks

that start the period with a larger amount of loans have greater need to keep �nancing with a larger

amount of IBDs when the monetary policy shock is realized. The positive e�ect of the stock of loans

on the IBD interest rate, therefore, provides additional evidence that the IBD interest rate increases

with the quantity of IBDs to borrow.

The other important �nding is that the IBD interest rate relates positively to the interaction term

of the lagged normalized amount of DDs with the Federal funds rate change. This suggests that, for

example, when monetary policy contracts, and 4FFt > 0, there is an out�ow of DDs. This pushes

banks to issue more IBDs. And, as the IBD interest rate increases with the quantity to borrow, the

substitution of DDs with IBDs implies an increase in the IBD interest rate to pay. The estimate is

strongly signi�cant. To summarize, this �nding suggests that DDs are sensitive to monetary policy

shocks, and their substitution with IBDs leads to an increase in the marginal funding rate.

As a term of comparison, the �rst column of Table 6 displays OLS estimates. As long as the

unobservable term includes any factor that in�uences the supply of DDs and loan demand both at t

and t− 1, the parameters are both biased and inconsistent. Relative to the IV estimates, the signs

and signi�cances are conserved. What changes are the magnitudes, which in fact diminish.

The third column displays IV estimates controlling for the Tier1 ratio, the dummy variables for

the participation to a BHC, and for operating in other countries. The previous IV estimates are

conserved. The Tier1 ratio a�ects negatively rbjt and its e�ect is strongly signi�cant. The reason is

that a higher Tier1 ratio indicates that a bank has a lower need to borrow on the IBD market, and at

the same time, is less risky. Belonging to a bank-holding company does not have a signi�cant e�ect.

Having branches outside of the U.S. is negatively related to rbjt, but the e�ect is not signi�cant at

usual con�dence levels.

Because the number of IVs is greater than the number of endogenous variables, it is possible to

perform the Sargan test. This is a test of over-identifying restrictions. The joint null hypothesis

is that the instruments are valid instruments, thus uncorrelated with the error term, and that the
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excluded instruments are correctly excluded from the estimated equation. The p-values are reported

at the bottom of the table. In both cases they are above usual con�dence levels, and this suggests

that the instruments used are valid.

6.3 Extended models

The extended models explore how the interest rate elasticity of the supply of IBDs, and the sensitivity

of DDs to monetary policy shocks, change with bank size and banking market concentration. I present

the IV estimates in Table 7. While not reported, all regressions include period t demographic shocks

and levels, period t − 1 Tier1 ratio, and the dummy variables for belonging to a BHC, and for the

presence in other countries, as at t− 1. Standard errors are clustered by bank and year.

The �rst column shows the e�ect of bank size. Bank size is captured by Top 50jt, and Top 5jt,

which indicate if bank j is in period t in the top 50th, respectively �fth, percentile for total assets

at the national level. The parameter attached to djt−1 captures the extent to which having DDs

prevents the IBD interest rate from rising. Therefore, it measures whether or not the IBD interest

rate increases with the quantity of IBDs to borrow. The parameter attached to djt−1 decreases the

larger the bank, and in fact becomes positive in the case of the top �ve percentile banks. This

means that the IBD interest rate is less increasing with the quantity to borrow, the larger is the

bank. IBDs are, therefore, a cheaper funding source for larger banks. Additionally, if a bank is in

the top �ve percentile for total assets, the IBD interest rate is actually decreasing with the quantity

to borrow. To summarize, this result suggests that the interest rate that larger banks pay on IBDs

is less sensitive to the amount they borrow. Thus, the interest rate elasticity of the supply of IBDs

is increasing with bank size.

The sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks also depends on bank size. The e�ect on the IBD

interest rate of substituting DDs with IBDs is captured by the parameter attached to djt−1×4FFt.

Table 7 shows that the same monetary policy shock causes the same change in the IBD interest

rate in small, medium, and large banks. However, because the interest rate elasticity of the supply

of IBDs increases with bank size, this is compatible with DDs in larger banks being more sensitive

to monetary policy shocks. Consider the usual example of a monetary contraction. Banks face an

out�ow of DDs that they substitute with IBDs. Because the IBD interest rate increases with the
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quantity to borrow, this implies an increase in the IBD interest rate. According to the earlier �nding,

�nancing one unit of IBDs is cheaper in larger banks. Therefore, to have that the same monetary

policy shock is associated with the same change in the IBD interest rate in all classes of bank size,

it must be that DDs are more sensitive to monetary policy shocks in larger banks.

The second and third columns report the e�ects of market concentration. Market concentration is

captured by the two measuresHHI NBR−jt andHHI Deps−jt. These are the Her�ndahl�Hirschman

Indices in terms of number of branches and amount of deposits of the markets in which bank j

operates. The interaction term djt−1×HHI NBR−jt suggests that the more concentrated the market,

the more expensive are IBDs. This e�ect disappears once I consider the alternative measure of market

concentration, or I include the measures of bank size. More importantly, both columns suggest that

the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks decreases with the banking market concentration.

This con�rms the prior result that the more the banking market is concentrated, the more banks

are able to agree not to adjust the IBD interest rate to monetary policy shocks (Hannan and Berger

(1991) and Neumark and Sharpe (1992)). In this way, demand depositors are not stimulated to

withdraw DDs and invest in IBDs when, for example, monetary policy tightens. DDs are then less

sensitive to monetary policy shocks.

The fourth and �fth columns of Table 7 include the interactions with both bank size and market

concentration. The main results are con�rmed. The interest rate elasticity of the IBD supply is

higher in larger banks, and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks increases with bank size

and decreases the more the market is concentrated.

All columns report the p-value of the Sargan test, and in all cases, it is above usual con�dence

levels. Once again, this suggests that the instruments used are valid.

The existing evidence on the lending channel suggests that monetary contractions are followed

by smaller loan supply decreases in larger banks (Kashyap and Stein (1995, 2000) and Kishan and

Opiela (2000)), and in more concentrated markets (Adams and Amel (2011)). Overall, my �ndings

suggest that the reason larger banks cut back lending less during monetary contractions is that

their marginal funding source is more expensive. At the same time, the reason banks operating in

more concentrated markets diminish less their loan supply is that market concentration limits the

sensitivity of DDs to policy shocks.
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6.4 Direct evidence of the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks

The results presented indicate that DDs are sensitive to monetary policy shocks. Moreover, this

sensitivity increases with bank size and decreases with banking market concentration. These �ndings

are derived from the analysis of the realized IBD interest rate. My strategy has the objective to gauge

if monetary policy shifts the supply of DDs to banks, and if their substitution with IBDs eventually

modi�es the marginal funding rate paid. In my strategy, I �rst investigate whether or not the supply

of IBDs is imperfectly elastic. In fact, in such a case, any substitution of DDs with IBDs alters the

IBD interest rate. So, by analyzing the realized IBD interest rate, I am able to infer whether or not

DDs are sensitive to monetary policy shocks. If one disregards the e�ects on the marginal funding

rate paid, a more direct strategy can be used to study if DDs are sensitive to monetary policy shocks.

In order to check if my results on the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks are robust, I

structure a simple dynamic panel data model which does not require us to normalize the variables,

and is more standard in the literature (see e.g. Kashyap and Stein (1995)). It says:

log (demand depositsjt) = ρ log (demand depositsjt−1) + αFed funds ratet

+ β1demogrjt + β24demogrjt + ηj + ηjt

The log of the quantity of DDs of bank j in period t, log (demand depositsjt), is a function of its

lagged value, period t Federal funds rate Fed funds ratet, period t demographic shocks and levels,

and bank �xed e�ects ηj. The unobservable term is ηjt. Additionally, in order to capture di�erences

in the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shock, I interact Fed funds ratet with the measures of

bank size and banking market concentration.

I estimate the model using Blundell and Bond's (1998) GMM two-step estimator.23 Parameters'

estimates, together with Windmeijer's (2005) robust standard errors, appear in Table 8. Again,

while included in the regression, I do not report parameters' estimates of period t demographic

shocks and levels. The �rst column presents the estimates of the e�ect of the policy shock without

23Flannery and Hankins (2013) suggest that Blundell and Bond's (1998) system GMM is among the most accurate
methodologies to estimate dynamic panel data models in the context of corporate �nance datasets.
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interactions. Fed funds ratet negatively relates to the log of DDs, and its parameter's estimate

is strongly signi�cant. These results are consistent with prior evidence. A monetary tightening

decreases the amount of DDs that a bank has, while a monetary loosening increases it. The estimate

suggests that a 100bp increase in the Federal funds rate decreases the amount of DDs by 1.6%.

The other columns present the e�ects of the policy shock interacting with the measures of bank

size and market concentration. The same monetary policy shock shifts the amount of DDs more

in larger banks, i.e. those above the 50th percentile. Conversely, its e�ect is smaller the more

concentrated the market in which a bank operates.

Overall, these results are consistent with the evidence presented earlier. DDs are sensitive to

monetary policy shocks, and their sensitivity increases with bank size, and decrease with banking

market concentration.

7 Economic signi�cance

The estimations presented show that the IBD interest rate generally increases with the quantity

to borrow, thus the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic. The results also show that DDs are

sensitive to monetary policy shocks. In this section, I discuss the implications of these �ndings, in

particular I argue that they explain the cross-sectional heterogeneity of the IBD interest rate, and

help understand banks' strategies when they choose their optimal liability structure.

Related to the �rst point, I aim to measure how a larger before-the-shock amount of DDs transmits

to the IBD interest rate paid when the shock is realized. I do so following model (1). Absent monetary

policy shocks, a larger before-the-shock amount of DDs implies a lower need to �nance with IBDs,

and so a lower IBD interest rate. This e�ect is captured by parameter γ. With monetary policy

shocks, however, a larger amount of DDs implies a larger amount to substitute with IBDs, and

therefore a higher IBD interest rate to pay. This e�ect is captured by parameter γ4FF .

Consider the following example. On June 30, 2004, the target level of the Federal funds rate is

125bp. One year later, after eight upward revisions, it is 325bp. In annualized terms, this monetary

policy shock corresponds to an increase of 119bp. Before this shock, banks display very heterogeneous

liability compositions. On June 30, 2004, the mean of the normalized amount of DDs is .11 and the
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standard deviation is .08. At the �rst percentile, DDs are zero, and at the 99st, DDs are .41.

I �rst look at two banks di�ering for one standard deviation in the amount of DDs as at June

30, 2004. I measure the e�ect of such extra standard deviation on the IBD interest rate paid in 2005

using the IV estimates of Table 6, second column. Absent the policy shock, the bank that has more

DDs pays an IBD interest rate that is 23bp lower. However, because of the policy shock, the extra

standard deviation of DDs needs to be partly substituted with IBDs. This leads to an increase in the

IBD interest rate of 4bp. Netting the two e�ects, the bank that has more DDs pays an IBD interest

rate that is 19bp lower.

Similarly, I compare the bank that is at the �rst percentile for the before-the-shock amount of

DDs with the one that is at the 99th percentile. Absent the policy shock, the bank at the 99th

percentile pays an IBD interest rate that is 119bp lower. With the monetary policy shock, the same

bank has a larger amount of DDs to substitute. This implies an increase in the IBD interest rate of

20bp. Therefore, the di�erence between the IBD interest rates that the two banks pay is 99bp.

To have a sense of whether or not these numbers may account for a sizeable portion of the marginal

funding rate variability, the standard deviation of the 2005 IBD interest rate (after controlling for

time and bank �xed e�ects) is 63bp. One standard deviation of the before-the-shock DDs amount

may account, therefore, for almost one third of the part of 2005 funding rate standard deviation that

is not explained by time and bank �xed e�ects. This �gure is remarkably large.

Essentially, the numbers show that the cross-sectional heterogeneity in the IBD interest rate

depends on banks' heterogeneous liability structures. The question is now why banks display such

heterogeneous liability structures. A priori, banks' liability structures are endogenous and chosen by

banks in order to maximize their pro�t. The theoretical model presented in the appendix shows that

the optimal amount of DDs depends on the elasticity of the supply of IBDs. Under some conditions,

the relationship is negative. Intuitively, if the elasticity of the IBD supply is low, �nancing with

IBDs is expensive, and banks have an incentive to invest more to attract DDs.

Parameters' estimates of the extended model (Table 7) show that smaller banks face a less elastic

supply of IBDs. If the earlier intuition is right, they should invest more in service quality, and as a

consequence, they should display larger amounts of DDs. I consider two measures of service quality:

First, the advertising rate, which is the annualized expenses for advertising and marketing per unit
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of asset; and second, the number of branches per unit of assets. I compute the median of these two

measures within small, medium, and large banks. Figures 2 and 3 show how the medians evolve in

the period under analysis. Large banks have the largest expenditures for advertising until the �rst

years of the 2000's. After that time, they attain the lowest levels. Instead, small banks keep their

advertising rate at a more constant level throughout the period, and always greater than medium

banks. Figure 3 shows that smaller banks always have the largest number of branches per unit of

assets, followed by medium banks.

At the beginning of my sample period, it is not clear which class of banks has the greatest service

quality, and therefore, it is not clear which should display the largest amount of DDs. Instead, it is

clear that after the early 2000's, smaller banks should display the largest amounts of DDs, followed

by medium banks. Figure 4 plots the median normalized amount of DDs within small, medium, and

large banks. At the beginning of the sample period all classes of banks have the same normalized

amount of DDs. In more recent years, however, small banks display the largest amounts, followed

by medium banks. In fact, from 1994, medium and large banks observe a drastic decline. These

di�erences in the evolution of the amount of DDs seem, therefore, to match the evolution of service

quality in the di�erent classes of banks. Moreover, they also con�rm the �nding that medium and

large banks face a much more elastic supply of IBDs. Again, because they can raise funding with

IBDs without incurring too high premia, larger banks have no need to stimulate the supply of DDs

providing service quality, and have an incentive to compose their liability structure with more IBDs.

8 Robustness checks

In this section, I present several robustness checks which assess the validity and strength of the

instrumental variables used in the baseline model.

8.1 Demographic shocks taken further in the past

As stressed in the identi�cation strategy, in order to be valid instruments, the demographic shocks

4demogrjt−1 need to a�ect DDs and loans only at the moment in which they realize and not

in subsequent periods. Otherwise, if they directly a�ected period t DDs and loans, they should be
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included in the main equation. The Sargan test seems to exclude that their e�ect actually propagates

to subsequent periods. Nevertheless, I consider here two robustness checks that minimize even more

the concern that the instruments used are not valid.

Instead of considering demographic shocks that happen in t− 1, I consider those that happen in

earlier periods. The idea is that the further in the past these shocks happen, the more negligible, if

any, is their direct e�ect on period t DDs and loans. Take for example a shock in population density

that realizes in period t − 2. Such shock directly a�ects period t − 2 DDs and loans. Its e�ects

may also propagate to period t− 1 DDs and loans. After two years from its realization, however, its

direct e�ects on DDs and loans are likely to be negligible. Especially, if the contemporaneous level

of population density is controlled for.

I �rst consider demographic shocks that happen in period t − 2. I re-normalize period t − 1

amount of DDs and loans with respect to period t − 3 total assets. I obtain djt−1 and ljt−1. I also

de�ne djt−3 (ljt−3) as the amount of DDs (loans and leases) held by j at t− 3 normalized by period

t − 3 total assets.24 The change of normalization enables me to measure the e�ect of period t − 2

demographic shocks on period t− 1 DDs and loans. I �rst regress djt−1 on djt−3, ljt−3, 4demogrjt−2,

4demogrjt, demogrjt, time and bank �xed e�ects. Similar to what previously de�ned,
ˆ̂
djt−1 is the

vector of �tted values, and the set of (excluded) IVs for {djt−1; ljt−1; djt−1 ×∆FFt} is now {djt−3;

ljt−3; 4demogrjt−2;
ˆ̂
djt−1 ×∆FFt

}
. Table 9 presents parameters' estimates of the baseline model

(1) with the new set of IVs. The qualitative e�ects of djt−1, djt−1 × ∆FFt, and ljt−1, on rbjt is

corroborated. Relative to the estimates of the baseline model of Table 6, parameters' estimates

change, possibly due to the change of normalization. The signi�cance of the parameters is, however,

con�rmed.

I then consider demographic shocks that realize in period t− 3. I repeat the procedure detailed

above, and present the results of the baseline model in Table 10. Again, the signi�cance and sign

of Table 6 parameters' estimates is con�rmed. Also in this case, the magnitude changes. Finally, it

should be noted that taking shocks that happen further in the past comes at the cost of reducing

the length of the panel.

24Similarly, I re-de�ne the Tier1 ratio, Tier1 ratiojt−1, as period t − 1 Tier1 (core) capital normalized by period
t− 3 total assets.
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8.2 Reduced form model

In this subsection, I further relax the exclusion restriction employed in the baseline model. Speci�-

cally, I allow period t− 1 demographic shocks to have a direct e�ect on period t normalized amounts

of DDs and loans. I re-write the original model (1) as:

rbjt = σ1djt−2 + γ∆FF (djt−1 ×∆FFt) + σ2ljt−2

+ β1demogrjt + β24demogrjt + σ34demogrjt−1 + ηt + ηj + ηjt

where regressors now directly include djt−2, ljt−2 and 4demogrjt−1.

This reduced form model allows previously excluded instruments to have a direct e�ect on rbjt.

Here, the only endogenous covariate is djt−1 × ∆FFt, and is instrumented by d̂jt−1 × ∆FFt. As

above, d̂jt−1 is the �tted value resulting from the regression of djt−1 on djt−2, ljt−2, 4demogrjt−1,

4demogrjt, demogrjt, time and bank �xed e�ects. The exclusion restriction is that period t − 1

demographic shocks do not have direct e�ects joint with the monetary policy shock ∆FFt. In other

words, a period t − 1 increase in the mean age of the population does not trigger e�ects on rbjt

depending on the monetary policy shock that is realized in t. Clearly, this exclusion restriction is

milder than the one used so far.

Results appear in Table 11. The estimate and statistical signi�cance of γ∆FF are very close to

the ones presented in Table 6.

8.3 Demographic variables weighted using amount of deposits collected

The demographic shocks are de�ned as the year changes in the demographic levels that each bank

faces in the areas where it is set. One potential concern refers to how the county-year demographics

are aggregated to the bank-year level. In the data section, I detail that when banks operate in more

than one county, I compute a weighted average of the county demographics. Each county is weighted

by the proportion of branches that a bank has there. It may be, however, that this weighting does

not measure the exact demographic dynamics to which each bank is exposed. For instance, some

branches may not be used to collect DDs or lend loans, thus the weighting by number of branches
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may over-weight the counties that host these branches.

I address this issue by changing the weights. I weight each county-year demographic variable by

the proportion of deposits that a bank collects there. After I aggregate the county-year demographics

to the bank-year level, I compute the year changes in the demographics. I repeat the procedure to

obtain a set of IVs, and I use them in the estimation of the baseline model. Table 12 presents the

results. There does not appear to be any appreciable change relative to the estimates of Table 6. All

results are conserved.

8.4 Demographic variables weighted using the 1994 branch network

Another concern is that banks may set their branch network forecasting demographic dynamics. If

a bank has the ability to forecast that a particular area will boom, it may set new branches there,

so to bene�t when the boom realizes. In that case, the observed branch networks, and the weighting

used to aggregate county demographics to the bank level, are endogenous. As a consequence, the

constructed bank level demographics are endogenous, and their year changes are no longer valid

instruments.

I address this issue noting that, until 1994, regulation signi�cantly limited the ability of banks

to open new branches. As detailed by Kane (1996) and Johnson and Rice (2008), until at least the

1980's, regulation on commercial banks' geographic expansion was heavy and pointed to both intra-

state and inter -state banking and branching.25 The picture changed with the Riegle-Neal Interstate

Banking and Branching E�ciency Act (IBBEA) of 1994. The act permitted the consolidation of

existing out-of-state subsidiaries, which would have become branches of the lead bank (of an existing

multi-bank holding company), and also allowed banks to set up new out-of-state branches (the so-

called �de novo branching�).26 Indeed, between 1994 and 2005, states gradually moved towards

a relaxation of the constraints, and the number of entries of out-of-state banks largely increased

(Johnson and Rice (2008)).

This brief discussion suggests that the ability of banks to adjust their branch network forecasting

25Intra-state operations are those happening within the bank's home state borders, while inter-state ones those
across. With banking it is meant the establishment or acquisition of a separate charter. With branching, the estab-
lishment or acquisition of a branch o�ce which is not separately chartered or capitalized.

26In fact, the act left to each state the possibility to �opt out� or put restrictions on inter-state branching operations
(see Johnson and Rice (2008) and Rice and Strahan (2010)).
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demographic dynamics is a legitimate concern, especially for the latter years of the sample period.

Instead, 1994 is the last year during which banks are limited to adjust their branch network by

regulation. I exploit this limitation, and construct bank level demographics using the weights derived

from the 1994 branch network only. The resulting bank level variables capture the demographic

dynamics to which each bank is exposed, but exclude from it the part due to the (endogenous)

creation of new branches. I compute the year changes, and repeat the same procedure to construct

a set of IVs. Table 13 reports the results for the baseline model using this new set of IVs. Again,

parameters' estimates and signi�cance con�rm the earlier results of Table 6.

8.5 Clustering by bank-holding company and year

As discussed earlier, Campello (2002), Gambacorta (2005), and Ashcraft (2006) suggest that banks

belonging to a bank-holding company can take advantage of the internal capital markets and are

insulated from monetary policy shocks. The models presented control for each bank's participation

to a BHC, but cluster standard errors by bank and year. Clustering by bank and year excludes the

possibility that the correlation of the regression residuals of banks belonging to the same BHC is

not zero. If that is not the case, standard errors are inconsistent, and t-statistics are over-estimated

(Petersen (2009) and Thompson (2011)). I address this issue clustering by BHC and year. The

results of the baseline model are presented in Table 14. The signi�cance of the parameters of djt−1,

djt−1 ×∆FFt, and ljt−1, is still large and not di�erent from that obtained in Table 6.

9 Conclusion

What are the e�ects of monetary policy shocks on banks' liability structures and funding costs?

In this paper, I detail the mechanism by which monetary policy a�ects the composition of banks'

liabilities and, through that channel, banks' funding costs. When monetary policy changes stance,

the quantity of demand deposits that banks detain may modify. Banks respond by changing the

quantity of interest-bearing deposits issued. If, however, the interest rate to pay on IBDs depends

on the quantity to borrow, this will in turn a�ect the IBD interest rate.

I analyze the universe of FDIC-insured U.S. commercial and savings banks from 1994 to 2010.
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Exploiting exogenous variation in individual banks' DDs, I trace how the reaction of DDs to monetary

policy shocks is transmitted to the IBD interest rate. My �ndings indicate that the IBD interest

rate increases with the quantity to borrow, and that monetary policy shocks signi�cantly a�ect the

quantity of DDs. In particular, I show that a monetary contraction decreases the amount of DDs,

and that this leads banks to substitute the out�ow of DDs with IBDs; their IBD interest rate rises

as a result. I also investigate whether and how bank size and banking market concentration alter

the transmission of the monetary policy shock. I �nd that substituting DDs with IBDs is cheaper

for larger banks, and that DDs are less sensitive to monetary policy shocks in more concentrated

banking markets.

I �nd support for the bank lending channel of monetary policy. Because substituting DDs is

costly, banks may not substitute every dollar of lost DDs. A monetary contraction therefore leads to

a decrease in loan supply. The results suggest that substituting DDs is cheaper for larger banks, which

may account for the earlier �nding that monetary contractions are followed by smaller loan supply

decreases in large banks (Kashyap and Stein (1995, 2000) and Kishan and Opiela (2000)). Similarly,

banking market concentration limits the sensitivity of DDs to policy shocks. This is consistent with

Adams and Amel (2011) who �nd that banks operating in more concentrated markets diminish their

loan supply to a lesser extent.

In my empirical strategy, the liability structure that banks display before the monetary policy

shock is considered endogenous. I posit that banks target an optimal liability structure, and have the

possibility to attract DDs. Banks are expected to choose their optimal amount of DDs considering

the costs of raising IBDs, and the sensitivity of DDs to monetary policy shocks. The estimation

shows that the same unit of IBDs is more expensive for smaller banks than for larger banks; smaller

banks' DDs are also less sensitive to monetary policy shocks. Both �ndings suggest that DDs are a

valuable source of funding, especially for smaller banks. I consistently observe that in recent years

small banks have had, relative to large banks, a greater part of their balance sheet �nanced through

DDs. DDs seem therefore to be used by small banks as a hedge against shocks hitting the IBD

market. For future research, I leave the analysis of whether or not DDs are (or can be) used for such

risk-management purposes.
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Figures

Figure 1: Domestic deposits to total assets. Median by class of bank size

This �gure plots the quarterly evolution of the median ratio of domestic deposits to total assets, computed within
class of bank size. I compute the ratio of domestic deposits to total assets for each bank-quarter, from 1994q2 to
2010q2. I de�ne small banks as those below the 50th percentile for total assets nationally in a given quarter. Medium
banks are those between the 50th percentile and the 95th percentile. Large banks are those above the 95th percentile.
I then take the median of banks' ratios of domestic deposits to total assets within each group-quarter. The data are
from the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions.
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Figure 2: Advertising rate. Median by class of bank size

This �gure plots the quarterly evolution of the advertising rate, computed within class of bank size. The quarterly
advertising rate is de�ned as the ratio of advertising and marketing expenses of a given bank in a quarter to the
amount of the bank's total assets outstanding at the end of the previous quarter. I annualize this �gure compounding
it over the quarter and the previous three quarters, from 1994q2 to 2010q2. I de�ne small banks as those below the
50th percentile for total assets nationally in a given quarter. Medium banks are those between the 50th percentile and
the 95th percentile. Large banks are those above the 95th percentile. I then take the median of banks' annualized
adveritising rates within each group-quarter. The data are from the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions.
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Figure 3: Number of branches per unit of total assets. Median by class of bank size

This �gure plots the quarterly evolution of the median ratio of number of branches to total assets, computed within
class of bank size. I compute the ratio of number of branches to total assets for each bank-quarter, from 1994q2 to
2010q2. I de�ne small banks as those below the 50th percentile for total assets nationally in a given quarter. Medium
banks are those between the 50th percentile and the 95th percentile. Large banks are those above the 95th percentile.
I then take the median of banks' ratios of number of branches to total assets within each group-quarter. The data are
from the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions.
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Figure 4: Normalized amount of demand deposits. Median by class of bank size

This �gure plots the quarterly evolution of the median normalized demand deposits amount, computed within class of
bank size. A bank's normalized demand deposits amount is the amount of demand deposits that the bank has at the
end of a quarter divided by the total assets outstanding one year earlier. I compute this �gure for each bank-quarter,
from 1994q2 to 2010q2. I de�ne small banks as those below 50th percentile for total assets nationally in a given
quarter. Medium banks are those between the 50th percentile and the 95th percentile. Large banks are those above
the 95th percentile. I then take the median of banks' normalized demand deposits amounts within each group-quarter.
The data are from the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions.
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Tables

Table 1: Household DDs holdings as a function of the HH demographic characteristics

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of household demographics on the probability that the household has
a checking account (left column), and, if the household has at least one, on the amount that it detains there (right
column). In the column on the left, I structure a Probit model, and Own check acctht takes the value of one when
household h has a checking account in year t. In the column on the right, the dependent variable is the log of one plus the
amount detained by the household in its checking account(s) (Check acctht). The independent variables are household
level demographics (X) and year dummies. X include the age of the head (Age), the log of the number of people
in the household (log (HHsize)), controls for race and education, and household (log) total income (log (inc)). The
controls for race are Black, Hispanic, and Other, and take the value of one if the head is, respectively, black/African-
American, hispanic, or either Asian, American Indian/Alaska Native or Native Hawaiian/Paci�c Islander. The controls
for education are College and PhD, which equal to one if the head has taken any college-level, respectively PhD-
level, classes. In the column on the left, I report marginal e�ects. They are obtained setting independent continuous
variables to median levels, and independent dummy variables to 0. The data are from the Survey of Consumer
Finances (SCF), and the years considered are 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007 and 2010. Both estimations use population
weights. The SCF uses multiple imputation to correct for missing and sensitive data. Every respondent is accounted
�ve times in the public dataset (Kinneckell (2000)). Because not all observations are independent, neglecting multiple
imputation in a regression analysis would result in arti�cially high t-values. I follow the approach described in Puri
and Robinson (2007) and use for my estimations the package rii developed for Stata by Dan Blanchette and David
Robinson. Standard errors are adjusted averaging the standard errors from each imputation, plus adding on a term
that accounts for the variation across implicates. This technique is derived from Montalto and Sung (1996) and Little
and Rubin (1987). As explained in Puri and Robinson (2007), the �multiple imputation-corrected standard error may
be smaller than that obtained from a randomly chosen implicate (if the imputation of the data chosen produces large
standard errors relative to the average across implicates, and the across-imputation variance were not too large). But
it will always be larger than the standard error obtained by averaging the covariates across the imputations of the data
before analysis (because doing so ignores across-imputation variance and may shrink within-imputation variance)�.
Resulting standard errors are in parenthesis. Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

Pr [Own check acctht = 1|Xht] log (1 + Check acctht)

Ageht .0016*** 0.0217***

(.0002) (0.0008)

log (HHsizeht) .0084 -0.1750***

(.0055) (0.0288)

Blackht -.1647*** -0.4920***

(.0111) (0.0487)

Otherht -.0774*** 0.0969

(.0187) (0.0694)

Hispanicht -.1652*** -0.1850***

(.0131) (0.0598)

Collegeht .0954*** 0.4450***

(.0061) (0.0345)

PhDht .0868*** 0.8770***

(.0078) (0.0463)

log (incht) .0443*** 0.6010***

(.0028) (0.0283)

Time FE Yes Yes

N° Obs 141,590 117,448
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Table 2: Household expenditures as a function of the HH demographic characteristics

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of household demographics on the household expenditures. The depen-
dent variables are the log of one plus one of the following household expenditures: total expenditures (Total), total
food expenditures (Food), total expenditures for food consumed at home (Home food), total expenditures for shelter,
utilities, fuels, public services, household operations, housefurnishings and equipment (House), total expenditures for
housefurnishings and equipment (Furnish), and total apparel expenditures (Apparel). The independent variables are
household demographics (X) and region dummies. X include the age of the head (Age), the log of the number of
people in the household (log (HHsize)), controls for race and education, the household (log) total income (log (inc)),
and a dummy that equals to one if the household resides in a urban area (Urban). The controls for race are Black,
Hispanic, and Other, and take the value of one if the head is, respectively, black/African-American, hispanic, or
either Asian, American Indian/Alaska Native or Native Hawaiian/Paci�c Islander. The controls for education are
College and PhD, which equal to one if the head has taken any college-level, respectively PhD-level, classes. The
data are from the 2003 Quarterly Interview Survey, included in the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX). Standard
errors are in parenthesis. Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

log (1 + . . .)

Totalh Foodh Home foodh Househ Furnishh Apparelh

Ageh 0.0016*** 0.0024*** 0.0072*** 0.0040*** -0.0044*** -0.0201***

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0008) (0.0007)

log (HHsizeh) 0.5460*** 0.6970*** 0.8430*** 0.5650*** 0.6430*** 0.8070***

(0.0057) (0.0066) (0.0078) (0.0079) (0.0239) (0.0201)

Blackh -0.2640*** -0.2200*** -0.1110*** -0.0613*** -0.7530*** -0.1010***

(0.0103) (0.0121) (0.0143) (0.0144) (0.0435) (0.0367)

Otherh -0.1530*** -0.1110*** -0.1140*** -0.0968*** -0.4500*** -0.2930***

(0.0137) (0.0161) (0.0189) (0.0191) (0.0578) (0.0488)

Hispanich -0.2450*** -0.1110*** -0.0333** -0.1010*** -0.5520*** -0.1210***

(0.0120) (0.0141) (0.0166) (0.0168) (0.0507) (0.0428)

Collegeh 0.3610*** 0.1920*** 0.1100*** 0.3430*** 0.8150*** 0.7020***

(0.0071) (0.0084) (0.0098) (0.0099) (0.0300) (0.0254)

PhDh 0.7350*** 0.4380*** 0.3070*** 0.7360*** 1.4480*** 1.2900***

(0.0105) (0.0124) (0.0146) (0.0147) (0.0445) (0.0376)

log (inch) 0.0498*** 0.0205*** 0.0127*** 0.0339*** 0.1310*** 0.1160***

(0.0009) (0.0011) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0039) (0.0033)

Urbanh 0.1320*** 0.1030*** 0.0597*** 0.2800*** 0.1650*** 0.3650***

(0.0111) (0.0130) (0.0153) (0.0155) (0.0468) (0.0395)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N° Obs. 40,073 40,073 40,073 40,073 40,073 40,073
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Table 3: HH size as a function of the proportions of children and elderly people in the
HH and other demographics

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of household demographics and the proportions of children and elderly
people on the size of the household. The dependent variable is the log of the number of people in the household h
(log (HHsizeh)). The independent variables are the age of the head (Age), the proportion of people in the household
aged less than 18 (Prop young), the proportion of those aged more than 64 (Prop old), controls for race and education,
and household (log) total income (log (inc)). The controls for race are Black, Hispanic, and Other, and take the
value of one if the head is, respectively, black/African-American, hispanic, or either Asian, American Indian/Alaska
Native or Native Hawaiian/Paci�c Islander. The controls for education are College and PhD, which equal to one if
the head has taken any college-level, respectively PhD-level, classes. In the column on the left, I use the data from
the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), for the years 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007 and 2010. I include as additional
independent variables year dummies. The estimation uses population weights. In the column on the right, I use
data from the 2003 Quarterly Interview Survey, included in the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX). I include as
additional independent variables a dummy that equals to one if the household resides in a urban area (Urban), and
region dummies. Standard errors are in parenthesis. The standard errors reported in the column on the left consider
multiple imputation and are computed following Puri and Robinson (2007). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

log (HHsizeh)
SCF CEX

Ageh 0.0045*** 0.0070***
(0.0003) (0.0002)

Prop youngh 1.6010*** 1.7490***
(0.0144) (0.0090)

Prop oldh -0.2000*** -0.3530***
(0.0110) (0.0081)

Blackh -0.0551*** -0.0996***
(0.0085) (0.0064)

Otherh 0.0494*** 0.0831***
(0.0143) (0.0085)

Hispanich 0.1100*** 0.1460***
(0.0102) (0.0074)

Collegeh 0.0200*** 0.0139***
(0.0064) (0.0044)

PhDh 0.0171* 0.0696***
(0.0091) (0.0066)

log (incomeh) 0.1060*** 0.0094***
(0.0044) (0.0006)

Urbanh -0.0269***
(0.0069)

Region FE � Yes
Time FE Yes �
N° Obs. 141,112 40,073
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Table 4: Summary statistics of the bank level demographic variables

This table presents summary statistics of the bank level demographic variables. Demographic variables are based on
the conditions of the areas in which each bank operates. Prop Y oung and PropOld are the proportions of young (≤ 19
years old) and elderly (≥ 65 years old) people. Meanage is the mean age of the population. PropBlack, PropHisp,
and PropOther are the proportions of blacks/African-Americans, hispanics, and American Indians/Alaska Native
together with Asian/Paci�c Islander. log (Inc pc) is the (log) per-capita income. Jobs pc is the number of jobs per-
capita. Pop density is the log of the population density. Year changes in these demographic variables are indicated
by a 4 in front. Bank-year level demographic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The weights
depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic data are from
the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the Regional Economic
Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. Bank branches data is from the FDIC, Summary of Deposits.

All sample Year: 1996 Year: 2010

Variable N° Obs. Mean St. Dev. N° Obs. Mean St. Dev. N° Obs. Mean St. Dev.

Prop Y oungjt 117,602 0.2780 0.0272 9,343 0.2885 0.0274 7,164 0.2645 0.0259

PropOldjt 117,602 0.1440 0.0379 9,343 0.1454 0.0403 7,164 0.1483 0.0356

Meanagejt 117,602 37.4505 2.6886 9,343 36.5256 2.6543 7,164 38.5247 2.5775

PropBlackjt 117,602 0.0872 0.1190 9,343 0.0847 0.1224 7,164 0.0926 0.1168

PropHispjt 117,602 0.0817 0.1222 9,343 0.0638 0.1162 7,164 0.1016 0.1287

PropOtherjt 117,602 0.0420 0.0563 9,343 0.0269 0.0521 7,164 0.0574 0.0615

log (Inc pcjt) 117,602 3.3406 0.2903 9,343 3.0569 0.2259 7,164 3.5902 0.2123

Jobs pcjt 117,602 0.4310 0.1323 9,343 0.4204 0.1374 7,164 0.4172 0.1218

Pop densityjt 117,602 4.8080 1.8520 9,343 4.6411 1.8483 7,164 5.0312 1.8556

∆Prop Y oungjt 117,602 -0.0016 0.0032 9,343 -0.0004 0.0032 7,164 -0.0025 0.0024

∆PropOldjt 117,602 0.0002 0.0039 9,343 -0.0005 0.0039 7,164 0.0015 0.0027

∆Meanagejt 117,602 0.1413 0.2656 9,343 0.1038 0.2520 7,164 0.1813 0.1983

∆PropBlackjt 117,602 0.0004 0.0088 9,343 0.0006 0.0093 7,164 0.0004 0.0066

∆PropHispjt 117,602 0.0027 0.0074 9,343 0.0024 0.0063 7,164 0.0018 0.0059

∆PropOtherjt 117,602 0.0020 0.0045 9,343 0.0009 0.0025 7,164 0.0016 0.0034

∆ log (Inc pcjt) 117,602 0.0399 0.0489 9,343 0.0650 0.0489 7,164 0.0316 0.0310

∆Jobs pcjt 117,602 -0.0001 0.0208 9,343 0.0034 0.0205 7,164 -0.0041 0.0125

∆Pop densityjt 117,602 0.0194 0.1746 9,343 0.0216 0.1641 7,164 0.0109 0.1213
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Table 5: First-stage regressions

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of the instrumental variables on the endogenous covariates in the main
model. In the column on the left, the dependent variable djt−1 is the amount of demand deposits that j has at t− 1
normalized by the amount of total assets at t − 2. In the column on the right, the dependent variable ljt−1 is the
amount of total loans and leases that j has at t − 1 normalized by the amount of total assets at t − 2. In both
columns, the independent variables include period t−2 normalized amounts of demand deposits djt−2 and loans ljt−2,
period t − 1 demographic shocks, period t demographic shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt,
bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−2 (ljt−2) is de�ned as period t−2 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases)
divided by the amount of total assets at t − 2. Demographic variables are the proportion of young (≤ 19 years old,
Prop Y oung) and elderly (≥ 65 years old, PropOld) people, mean age of the population (Meanage), proportion of
blacks/African-Americans (PropBlack), hispanics (PropHisp) and American Indians/Alaska Native together with
Asian/Paci�c Islander (PropOther), (log) per-capita income (log (Inc pc)), number of jobs per-capita (Jobs pc), log
of the population density (Pop density). Year changes in these demographic variables are indicated by a 4 in front.
Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The weights
depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic data are from
the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the Regional Economic
Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions
and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks and period t demographic levels are
not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered by bank and year following Thompson (2011).
Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

djt−1 ljt−1

djt−2 0.7471*** 0.1128***

(0.0307) (0.0235)

ljt−2 -0.0249*** 0.6527***

(0.0061) (0.0438)

∆Prop Y oungjt−1 0.5782*** 1.5335***

(0.1248) (0.4205)

∆PropOldjt−1 -0.3982*** -0.1692

(0.1360) (0.4992)

∆Meanagejt−1 0.0107*** 0.0168*

(0.0027) (0.0095)

∆PropBlackjt−1 -0.0039 -0.2008*

(0.0248) (0.1078)

∆PropHispjt−1 -0.0156 -0.1668*

(0.0284) (0.0898)

∆PropOtherjt−1 0.0742** -0.1542

(0.0370) (0.2028)

∆ log (Inc pcjt−1) 0.0270** -0.0291

(0.0107) (0.0207)

∆Jobs pcjt−1 -0.0268*** -0.1337**

(0.0094) (0.0547)

∆Pop densityjt−1 0.0095*** 0.0548***

(0.0010) (0.0043)

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

N° Obs. 117,602 117,602

R2 0.3879 0.2080

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 6: Baseline model

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t − 1 liability and asset structures on period t marginal
funding rate. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits.
The independent variables include period t − 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with
period t monetary policy shock (∆FFt), period t − 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t
demographic shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1 (ljt−1) is
de�ned as period t − 1 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at
t − 2. ∆FFt is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. The column on the left presents OLS estimates.
The central column considers djt−1, djt−1 × ∆FFt, and ljt−1 endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by

djt−2, ljt−2, period t − 1 demographic shocks, and d̂jt−1 × ∆FFt. djt−2 (ljt−2) is de�ned as period t − 2 amount

of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at t − 2. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value
of the normalized amount of demand deposits computed from the �rst-stage regression of table 5. The column on
the right also considers djt−1, djt−1 × ∆FFt, and ljt−1 endogenous, and uses the same set of IVs. But it also adds
di�erent control variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is the amount of period t − 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t − 2 total
assets. BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1 are dummy variables that equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding
company, or, respectively, operates in other countries, as at t−1. Bank-year level demographic and economic variables
are weighted averages of county-year level data. The weights depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has
in a county-year. County-year level demographic data are from the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau.
County-year level economic data are from the Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source
of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of
period t demographic shocks and period t demographic levels are not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis
and are clustered by bank and year following Thompson (2011). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt
OLS IV

djt−1 -1.6920*** -2.8906*** -2.7224***

(0.2364) (0.4387) (0.4413)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.3109*** 0.4058*** 0.4060***

(0.0900) (0.1055) (0.1005)

ljt−1 0.8673*** 2.3577*** 1.9530***

(0.1171) (0.2204) (0.1793)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -4.3243***

(0.4450)

BHCjt−1 0.0002

(0.0330)

Internationaljt−1 -0.2575

(0.2167)

4demogrjt Yes Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) - 9 9

p-value - 0.1652 0.1813

N° Obs. 117,602 117,602 117,602

R2 0.9152 0.9112 0.9147

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 7: Extended model. Bank size and banking market concentration

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t− 1 liability and asset structures, and di�erent interaction

terms with measures of bank size and market concentration, on period t marginal funding rate. The dependent variable

rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits. In every column, the independent

variables include period t − 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with period t monetary

policy shock (∆FFt), period t − 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t demographic shocks

4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, control variables controlsjt−1, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1

(ljt−1) is de�ned as period t − 1 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total

assets at t − 2. ∆FFt is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. controlsjt−1 include: Tier 1 ratiojt−1,

which is the amount of period t− 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t− 2 total assets; BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1,

which are dummy variables that equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or, respectively, operates

in other countries, as at t − 1. In the di�erent columns, I interact djt−1 and djt−1 × ∆FFt with measures of bank

size and market concentration. I capture bank size by two dummy variables, Top 50jt, and Top 5jt. They indicate if

bank j is in period t in the top 50, respectively �ve, percentile for total assets at the national level. As for market

concentration, I compute the Her�ndahl�Hirschman Indices in terms of number of branches and amount of deposits of

the banking markets in which bank j is involved. The two measures, respectively HHI NBR−jt and HHI Deps−jt,

are computed without considering bank j's market shares. In every column, djt−1, djt−1 ×∆FFt, their interactions

with any characteristic charjt, and ljt−1, are considered endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by djt−2,

ljt−2 period t − 1 demographic shocks, d̂jt−1 × charjt, d̂jt−1 × ∆FFt, and d̂jt−1 × ∆FFt × charjt. djt−2 (ljt−2) is

de�ned as period t − 2 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at

t− 2. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value of the normalized amount of demand deposits computed from the �rst-stage regression

of table 5. Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The

weights depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic data

are from the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the Regional

Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository

Institutions and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks, period t demographic

levels, control variables controlsjt−1, and negligible interaction terms are not reported. The standard errors are in

parenthesis and are clustered by bank and year following Thompson (2011). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.
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rbjt

djt−1 -4.9145*** -1.8680*** -2.4984*** -4.6217*** -4.8792***

(0.4535) (0.5952) (0.5741) (0.6915) (0.5946)

djt−1 × Top 50jt 2.9165*** 2.8738*** 2.9072***

(0.4581) (0.4750) (0.4640)

djt−1 × Top 5jt 2.5725** 2.5658** 2.5463**

(1.1809) (1.1784) (1.1757)

djt−1 ×HHI NBR−jt -8.5506** -2.6428

(3.3658) (3.5736)

djt−1 ×HHI Deps−jt -1.4546 -0.0775

(1.9578) (1.8560)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.5068*** 0.5759*** 0.6099*** 0.7564*** 0.7546***

(0.1118) (0.0913) (0.1431) (0.1329) (0.1926)

djt−1 × Top 50jt ×∆FFt 0.0320 -0.0217 -0.0116

(0.1215) (0.1221) (0.1326)

djt−1 × Top 5jt ×∆FFt 0.1416 0.1173 0.1165

(0.2903) (0.2953) (0.2899)

djt−1 ×HHI NBR−jt ×∆FFt -1.6315** -2.0965**

(0.7098) (0.8949)

djt−1 ×HHI Deps−jt ×∆FFt -1.1735** -1.3588**

(0.5284) (0.6239)

ljt−1 1.8306*** 1.9611*** 1.9524*** 1.8344*** 1.8289***

(0.1676) (0.1791) (0.1781) (0.1677) (0.1669)

Top 50jt -0.1702** -0.1681** -0.1754**

(0.0700) (0.0701) (0.0696)

Top 5jt -0.3224* -0.3213* -0.3179*

(0.1891) (0.1878) (0.1867)

HHI NBR−jt 0.5575 -0.0559

(0.5684) (0.5861)

HHI Deps−jt -0.6195* -0.7031**

(0.3440) (0.3247)

4demogrjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

controlsjt−1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) 9 9 9 9 9

p-value 0.1865 0.1801 0.1855 0.1869 0.1913

N° Obs. 117,602 117,602 117,602 117,602 117,602

R2 0.9166 0.9149 0.9149 0.9167 0.9168

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 8: Dynamic panel data analysis. E�ect of Federal funds rate on (log) demand
deposits

This table presents the dynamic panel data estimates of the e�ects of period t Federal funds rate, and di�erent
interaction terms with measures of bank size and market concentration, on period t (log) demand deposits. The
dependent variable log (demand depositsjt) is the log of the demand deposits of bank j in period t. In every column,
the independent variables include periods t − 1 (log) amounts of demand deposits of bank j, period t Federal funds
rate (Fed funds ratejt), period t demographic shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, and bank
�xed e�ects. In the di�erent columns, I interact period t Federal funds rate with measures of bank size and market
concentration. I capture bank size by two dummy variables, Top 50jt, and Top 5jt. They indicate if bank j is in period
t in the top 50, respectively 5, percentile for total assets at the national level. As for market concentration, I compute
the Her�ndahl�Hirschman Indices in terms of number of branches and amount of deposits of the banking markets in
which bank j is involved. The two measures, respectively HHI NBR−jt and HHI Deps−jt, are computed without
considering bank j's market shares. The estimates are obtained using Blundell and Bond's (1998) GMM two-step
estimator. Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The
weights depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic
data are from the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the
Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on
Depository Institutions and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks and period
t demographic levels are not reported. Windmeijer's (2005) robust standard errors are in parenthesis. Signi�cance
levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

log (demand depositsjt)

log (demand depositsjt−1) 0.7119*** 0.7059*** 0.7118*** 0.7138*** 0.7056*** 0.7073***

(0.0216) (0.0222) (0.0216) (0.0216) (0.0222) (0.0222)

Fed funds ratejt -0.0160*** -0.0118*** -0.0222*** -0.0206*** -0.0163*** -0.0153***

(0.0008) (0.0009) (0.0018) (0.0023) (0.0020) (0.0026)

Fed funds ratejt × Top 50jt -0.0081*** -0.0072*** -0.0074***

(0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0016)

Fed funds ratejt × Top 5jt -0.0076 -0.0074 -0.0075

(0.0073) (0.0074) (0.0074)

Fed funds ratejt ×HHI NBR−jt 0.0492*** 0.0323***

(0.0118) (0.0119)

Fed funds ratejt ×HHI Deps−jt 0.0281** 0.0196

(0.0130) (0.0134)

Top 50jt 0.0916*** 0.0886*** 0.0887***

(0.0099) (0.0100) (0.0101)

Top 5jt 0.1147** 0.1143** 0.1147**

(0.0531) (0.0532) (0.0533)

HHI NBR−jt -0.1450 -0.0666

(0.0965) (0.0969)

HHI Deps−jt -0.1855* -0.1460

(0.0981) (0.0996)

4demogrjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Arellano-Bond stat. (2nd order) .3678 .5035 .37461 .3856 .49801 .51531

p-value 0.7130 0.6146 0.7080 0.6998 0.6185 0.6063

N° Obs. 117,602 117,602 117,602 117,602 117,602 117,602

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 9: Robustness. IVs: demographic shocks taken two years far. Baseline model

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t−1 liability and asset structures on period t marginal funding
rate. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits. The
independent variables include period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with period t
monetary policy shock (∆FFt), period t− 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t demographic
shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1 (ljt−1) is de�ned as
period t− 1 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at t− 3. ∆FFt

is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. In both columns, djt−1, djt−1 ×∆FFt and ljt−1 are considered

endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by djt−3, ljt−3, period t−2 demographic shocks, and d̂jt−1×∆FFt.
djt−3 (ljt−3) is de�ned as period t − 3 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount

of total assets at t − 3. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value of the normalized amount of demand deposits computed from the
�rst-stage regression. The column on the right adds di�erent control variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is the amount of period
t − 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t − 3 total assets. BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1 are dummy variables that
equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or, respectively, operates in other countries, as at t− 1.
Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The weights
depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic data are from
the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the Regional Economic
Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions
and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks and period t demographic levels are
not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered by bank and year following Thompson (2011).
Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt

djt−1 -4.2725*** -3.0563***

(0.9164) (0.7071)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.4314*** 0.4282***

(0.1092) (0.0981)

ljt−1 3.7610*** 2.8309***

(0.6608) (0.3306)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -9.0668***

(1.3249)

BHCjt−1 -0.0780***

(0.0301)

Internationaljt−1 -0.0756

(0.1960)

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) 9 9

p-value 0.2807 0.2282

N° Obs. 105,340 105,340

R2 0.8842 0.9112

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 10: Robustness. IVs: demographic shocks taken three years far. Baseline model

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t−1 liability and asset structures on period t marginal funding
rate. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits. The
independent variables include period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with period t
monetary policy shock (∆FFt), period t− 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t demographic
shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1 (ljt−1) is de�ned as
period t− 1 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at t− 4. ∆FFt

is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. In both columns, djt−1, djt−1 ×∆FFt and ljt−1 are considered

endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by djt−4, ljt−4, period t−3 demographic shocks, and d̂jt−1×∆FFt.
djt−4 (ljt−4) is de�ned as period t − 4 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount

of total assets at t − 4. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value of the normalized amount of demand deposits computed from the
�rst-stage regression. The column on the right adds di�erent control variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is the amount of period
t − 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t − 4 total assets. BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1 are dummy variables that
equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or, respectively, operates in other countries, as at t− 1.
Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The weights
depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic data are from
the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the Regional Economic
Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions
and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks and period t demographic levels are
not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered by bank and year following Thompson (2011).
Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt

djt−1 -8.3509*** -5.1843***

(2.7806) (1.7972)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.4644*** 0.4186***

(0.0818) (0.0910)

ljt−1 3.6291*** 4.1297***

(0.9295) (0.9899)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -16.7870***

(4.5927)

BHCjt−1 -0.2449***

(0.0829)

Internationaljt−1 -0.0715

(0.2362)

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) 9 9

p-value 0.2823 0.3777

N° Obs. 93,787 93,787

R2 0.8598 0.8789

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 11: Robustness. Reduced form estimates of the baseline model

This table presents the estimates of the response of period t marginal funding rate to period t monetary policy shock
depending on period t− 1 quantity of demand deposits. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j
in period t on interest-bearing deposits. The independent variables include period t−2 normalized amount of demand
deposits djt−2, the interaction of period t − 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1 with period t monetary
policy shock ∆FFt, period t − 2 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−2, period t − 1 and t demographic
shocks 4demogrjt−1 and 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−2 (ljt−2)
is de�ned as period t − 2 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets
at t − 2. djt−1 is period t − 1 amount of demand deposits divided by the amount of total assets at t − 2. ∆FFt is
the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. In both columns, only djt−1 × ∆FFt is considered endogenous.

The excluded instrument is d̂jt−1 ×∆FFt, where d̂jt−1 is the �tted value from the regression of djt−1 on djt−2, ljt−2,
4demogrjt−1, 4demogrjt, demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. The column on the right adds di�erent control
variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is the amount of period t − 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t − 2 total assets. BHCjt−1

and Internationaljt−1 are dummy variables that equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or,
respectively, operates in other countries, as at t−1. Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted
averages of county-year level data. The weights depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year.
County-year level demographic data are from the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level
economic data are from the Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data
is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t − 1
and t demographic shocks and period t demographic levels are not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis
and are clustered by bank and year following Thompson (2011). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt

djt−2 -1.7769*** -1.7756***

(0.2879) (0.2874)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.3576*** 0.3594***

(0.1135) (0.1119)

ljt−2 1.6693*** 1.6071***

(0.1503) (0.1543)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -0.7772**

(0.3619)

BHCjt−1 0.0446

(0.0360)

Internationaljt−1 -0.2639

(0.2157)

4demogrjt−1 Yes Yes

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

N° Obs. 117,602 117,602

R2 0.9162 0.9163

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 12: Robustness. IVs: demographics weighted using amount of deposits raised.
Baseline model

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t − 1 liability and asset structures on period t marginal
funding rate. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits.
The independent variables include period t − 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with
period t monetary policy shock (∆FFt), period t − 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t
demographic shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1 (ljt−1) is
de�ned as period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total
assets at t − 2. ∆FFt is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. In both columns, djt−1, djt−1 ×∆FFt

and ljt−1 are considered endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by djt−2, ljt−2, period t− 1 demographic

shocks, and d̂jt−1×∆FFt. djt−2 (ljt−2) is de�ned as period t− 2 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases)

divided by the amount of total assets at t− 2. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value of the normalized amount of demand deposits
computed from the �rst-stage regression. The column on the right adds di�erent control variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1

is the amount of period t − 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t − 2 total assets. BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1 are
dummy variables that equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or, respectively, operates in other
countries, as at t− 1. Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level
data. The weights depend on the proportion of deposits that a bank has outstanding in a county-year. County-year
level demographic data are from the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic
data are from the Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the
FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic
shocks and period t demographic levels are not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered by
bank and year following Thompson (2011). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt

djt−1 -2.9171*** -2.7248***

(0.4316) (0.4352)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.4069*** 0.4067***

(0.1029) (0.0982)

ljt−1 2.2605*** 1.9042***

(0.2079) (0.1742)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -4.2219***

(0.4330)

BHCjt−1 -0.0007

(0.0329)

Internationaljt−1 -0.2676

(0.2147)

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) 9 9

p-value 0.1754 0.2010

N° Obs. 117,597 117,597

R2 0.9118 0.9149

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 13: Robustness. Demographics weighted using 1994 branch network. Baseline
model

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t−1 liability and asset structures on period t marginal funding
rate. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits. The
independent variables include period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with period t
monetary policy shock (∆FFt), period t− 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t demographic
shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1 (ljt−1) is de�ned as
period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at
t−2. ∆FFt is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. In both columns, djt−1, djt−1×∆FFt and ljt−1 are
considered endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by djt−2, ljt−2, period t − 1 demographic shocks, and

d̂jt−1 ×∆FFt. djt−2 (ljt−2) is de�ned as period t− 2 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by

the amount of total assets at t− 2. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value of the normalized amount of demand deposits computed
from the �rst-stage regression. The column on the right adds di�erent control variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is the amount
of period t− 1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t− 2 total assets. BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1 are dummy variables
that equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or, respectively, operates in other countries, as
at t − 1. Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The
weights depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county in 1994. County-year level demographic
data are from the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the
Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on
Depository Institutions and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks and period
t demographic levels are not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered by bank and year
following Thompson (2011). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt

djt−1 -2.4158*** -2.1996***

(0.4876) (0.4813)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.3581*** 0.3447***

(0.1224) (0.1210)

ljt−1 2.1480*** 2.1078***

(0.1816) (0.1782)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -5.8091***

(0.5001)

BHCjt−1 -0.0407

(0.0279)

Internationaljt−1 -0.2104

(0.2036)

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) 9 9

p-value 0.2723 0.2666

N° Obs. 105,000 105,000

R2 0.9230 0.9245

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Table 14: Robustness. Standard errors clustered by BHC and year. Baseline model

This table presents the estimates of the e�ects of period t−1 liability and asset structures on period t marginal funding
rate. The dependent variable rbjt is the interest rate paid by bank j in period t on interest-bearing deposits. The
independent variables include period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits djt−1, its interaction with period t
monetary policy shock (∆FFt), period t− 1 normalized amount of total loans and leases ljt−1, period t demographic
shocks 4demogrjt, period t demographic levels demogrjt, bank and time �xed e�ects. djt−1 (ljt−1) is de�ned as
period t− 1 normalized amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the amount of total assets at
t−2. ∆FFt is the year change in the e�ective Federal funds rate. In both columns, djt−1, djt−1×∆FFt and ljt−1 are
considered endogenous. The set of excluded IVs is composed by djt−2, ljt−2, period t − 1 demographic shocks, and

d̂jt−1×∆FFt. djt−2 (ljt−2) is de�ned as period t−2 amount of demand deposits (total loans and leases) divided by the

amount of total assets at t− 2. d̂jt−1 is the �tted value of the normalized amount of demand deposits computed from
the �rst-stage regression. The column on the right adds di�erent control variables. Tier 1 ratiojt−1 is the amount of
period t−1 Tier 1 (core) capital to period t−2 total assets. BHCjt−1 and Internationaljt−1 are dummy variables that
equal to one if the bank belongs to a bank holding company, or, respectively, operates in other countries, as at t− 1.
Bank-year level demographic and economic variables are weighted averages of county-year level data. The weights
depend on the proportion of branches that a bank has in a county-year. County-year level demographic data are from
the intercensal estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau. County-year level economic data are from the Regional Economic
Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The source of banking data is the FDIC, Statistics on Depository Institutions
and Summary of Deposits. Parameters' estimates of period t demographic shocks and period t demographic levels are
not reported. The standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered by bank-holding company and year following
Thompson (2011). Signi�cance levels: ***1%, **5%, *10%.

rbjt

djt−1 -2.8906*** -2.7224***

(0.4479) (0.4563)

djt−1 ×∆FFt 0.4058*** 0.4060***

(0.1222) (0.1206)

ljt−1 2.3577*** 1.9530***

(0.2425) (0.2059)

Tier 1 ratiojt−1 -4.3243***

(0.5056)

BHCjt−1 0.0002

(0.0345)

Internationaljt−1 -0.2575

(0.2256)

4demogrjt Yes Yes

demogrjt Yes Yes

Time FE Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

Sargan test (d.f.) 9 9

p-value 0.1473 0.1760

N° Obs. 117,602 117,602

R2 0.9112 0.9147

Time period 1994 � 2010
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Appendix: Theoretical Model

I consider a monopolistic bank that operates over two periods, t = 1, 2. It invests in loans L and

get �nancing through two sources, demand deposits D, and interest-bearing deposits B. There is no

equity, and at any period t, the bank is subject to the budget constraint Lt = Dt + Bt. The bank

starts period 1 with an exogenous amount of loans L0, which is the initial dimension of the balance

sheet. This is used to normalize all other amounts, which then take the lowercase.

Demand deposits (DDs) and interest-bearing deposits (IBDs) display one key di�erence. Contrary

to IBDs, DDs are prohibited to pay a positive interest rate. Monetary policy is not implemented mod-

ifying the level of reserves as both funding sources do not entail any reserve requirement. Monetary

policy shocks shift the supplies of DDs and IBDs by altering their opportunity cost.

At the beginning of period 1, the bank maximizes period 1 pro�t together with the expectation

of that of period 2. At that time, the main sources of uncertainty over period 2 are the monetary

policy stance, and its e�ects on loan demand, and on the two deposit supplies. In period 1, the bank

sets the optimal amount of loans and the optimal liability structure. In period 2, when uncertainty

dissolves, the bank optimizes only over the quantity of loans.

In period 1, the (inverse) loan demand writes

rl1 = r̄l − αll1 (2)

where rl1 is the loan interest rate, r̄l is the interest rate corresponding to zero-loan demand, l1 is

the normalized amount of loans, and αl is the sensitivity of the interest rate to l1 and is assumed

positive. In the second period, loan demand shifts by a stochastic amount Λ̃ and writes:

rl2 = r̄l − αll2 + Λ̃ (3)

Lacking of the ability to pay a positive interest rate, the bank can attract DDs o�ering �service

quality�. Service quality is linked to the provision of liquidity to depositors, in which case it takes the

form of an extensive branch and/or ATM network. However, it also includes any other non-interest

feature that depositors may value such as advertising and marketing. The investment in service
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quality is long-lasting, and triggers (stochastic) e�ects in period 2.

Period 1 supply of DDs writes:

d1 = αqq (4)

where the normalized amount of DDs, d1, depends on depositors' sensitivity to service quality, αq,

and on the service quality q provided by the bank.

While withdrawable at demand, DDs have an in�nite maturity. So, period 2 supply depends on

the amount collected in period 1. But it also depends on three stochastic factors. The �rst is the

monetary policy shock, and the extent to which it a�ects the DDs collected in period 1. The second

is how much the installed service quality is still valuable, and enables to collect new DDs. The third

is any other exogenous stochastic shift. Period 2 supply of DDs can be written as:

d2 = (1− ρ̃) d1 + ξ̃αqq + Θ̃ (5)

ρ̃ is the fraction of period 1 DDs which is withdrawn (or added) as a function of the monetary policy

shock. ξ̃ is the shock a�ecting the sensitivity to service quality. Θ̃ is the exogenous shift. To be

noted is that I assume that in period 2 the bank does not have the ability to o�er additional service

quality.

When the bank provides service quality in period 1, it sustains a cost. Following Sutton (1991),

I model the investment in service quality as a sunk cost,27 and take it to be equal to q. This is the

only cost linked to the collection of DDs. In particular, I assume that the marginal cost of servicing

DDs is nil.

IBDs are the alternative funding source. They have one-period maturity and need to be renewed

every period. Their supply is not perfectly elastic and the interest rate depends on the quantity to

27Sutton (1991) suggests that by incurring sunk costs, which are valuable to consumers, �rms are able to deter
entry of competitors. Dick (2007) tests the theory in the banking industry and observes that, while they display great
heterogeneity in terms of potential consumers, U.S. geographical markets all display a similar degree of concentration.
Coherently with the theory, dominant players are shown to have higher values of advertising and branch density. In
my modelling, I do not explicitly consider strategic interactions between banks. The endogenous sunk cost is only the
instrument used to attract DDs.
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�nance. In the �rst period, the supply of IBDs writes:

rb1 = εb1 (6)

where rb1 is the interest rate, b1 is the amount of funds to supply, and ε is the responsiveness of the

interest rate to the quantity to supply. Clearly, the interest rate elasticity of the supply of IBDs

increases the closer to zero is ε. The formulation of (6) is similar to the one of Kashyap and Stein

(1995) and Khwaja and Mian (2008), and is silent on which precise mechanism lies behind ε.

In the second period, the supply of IBDs shifts by a stochastic factor ε̃. Such shift incorporates

the change in the opportunity cost of IBDs as a function of the monetary policy shock. Period 2

supply writes then:

rb2 = ε̃+ εb2 (7)

Maximization program

In period 1, the bank maximizes the pro�t of period 1, Π1, together with the expectation of that

of period 2, E [Π2], under the budget constraint l1 = d1 + b1. Because b1 = l1 − d1, and d1 is a

function of the service quality q, period 1 strategic variables are l1 and q. All other variables are

a consequence of the choice of the dimension of the balance sheet, and the service quality used to

attract DDs. To be noted is that the role of IBDs is to provide residual �nancing, once the optimal

amount of loans exceeds the reached amount of DDs.

The maximization program of period 1 is:

argmax
l1,q1

{ Π1 (l1; q) + E [Π2 (q)]} =

argmax
l1,q1

{ rl1 (l1) l1 − rb1 (l1; q) [lj1 − d1 (q)]− C [d1 (q)]

+ E
[
rl2l2 − rb2 (q) [l2 − d2 (q)]

]}
where all variables are written as a function of the choice variables l1 and q. Clearly, the dynamics of
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the problem enters through DDs. Contrary to IBDs, DDs have an in�nite maturity and are passed

to period 2. That implies that the endogenous sunk cost q has a direct e�ect on Π2.

The model can be solved backwards from period 2. In period 1, the bank knows that in period

2 it maximizes the pro�t Π2 over l2. The optimal value of l2 is a function of the realized exogenous

shocks. Period 2 �rst order condition in l2 leads to the optimal value

l∗2 =
r̄l + Λ̃− ε̃
2 (αl + ε)

+
ε

αl + ε

[
(1− ρ̃) d1 + ξ̃αqq + Θ̃

]
(8)

Substituting such expression in period 1 maximization problem, the �rst-order conditions with respect

to l1 and q lead to the optimal values of l1 and d1:

l∗1 =
r̄l

2 (αl + ε)
+

ε

(αl + ε)
d1 (9)

d∗1 =

(
2 + E

[
λ̃
])
r̄l + cov

(
λ̃, Λ̃

)
+ E

[
1 + λ̃

]
E
[
Λ̃
]
− 1

αq + αl

ε

(
cov

(
λ̃, ε̃
)

+ E
[
1 + λ̃

]
E [ε̃]− 1

αq

)
2αl
(

var
(
λ̃
)

+
(
E
[
λ̃
]

+ 2
)
E
[
λ̃
]

+ 2
)

−
cov

(
λ̃, Θ̃

)
+ E

[
1 + λ̃

]
E
[
Θ̃
]

var
(
λ̃
)

+
(
E
[
λ̃
]

+ 2
)
E
[
λ̃
]

+ 2
(10)

where λ̃ = ξ̃ − ρ̃.

Interpretation

Expression (10) highlights di�erent links between d∗1 and exogenous variables and parameters.

Most importantly, the amount of DDs raised in period 1 depends on period 2 supply of IBDs.

The relationship is positive with the expected shift E [ε̃]. The more the bank expects that the

cost to raise IBDs is higher in the future, the more it increases DDs ex ante.

Period 1 amount of DDs also depends on the covariance between λ̃ and ε̃. cov
(
λ̃, ε̃
)
is equal

to cov
(
ξ̃, ε̃
)
− cov (ρ̃, ε̃). Consider a contractionary policy. When monetary policy tightens, market

rates increase, and the e�ect on bank liabilities is twofold. First, DDs are withdrawn in proportion

ρ̃. Second, IBDs become more expensive, and ε̃ is positive. As ε̃ and ρ̃ increase together, cov (ρ̃, ε̃)
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is positive. At the same time, the shock that a�ects depositors' sensitivity to service quality, ξ̃, can

be taken as independent from ε̃, and cov
(
ξ̃, ε̃
)

= 0.28 The sign of cov
(
λ̃, ε̃
)
is, therefore, negative.

(10) suggests that the larger is such covariance, the larger is the amount of DDs that the bank raises

ex ante. Because cov
(
λ̃, ε̃
)
is in general negative, d∗1 increases the more cov

(
λ̃, ε̃
)
approaches zero.

The reason is that when cov
(
λ̃, ε̃
)

= 0, the stochastic components of the two funding sources are

unrelated, and DDs represent a hedge against the increase in the cost of IBDs. It is therefore good

for the bank to hoard DDs ex ante.

The e�ect of an increase in the slope of the supply of IBDs, ε, depends on the sign of cov
(
λ̃, ε̃
)

+

E
[
1 + λ̃

]
E [ε̃] − 1

αq . This is negative when either E [ε̃], or the sensitivity of DDs to service quality

αq, are relatively small, or cov (ρ̃, ε̃) is relatively large. In that case, the optimal amount of DDs

increases with ε. If a bank knows that the interest rate on IBDs increases rapidly with the amount

to borrow, it hoards DDs in advance.

The optimal amount of DDs also depends on loan demand. The greater is the expected loan

takers' willingness to borrow Λ̃, the greater is the amount of DDs raised in period 1. Conversely,

the more the bank expects that there is going to be an exogenous in�ow of demand deposits � i.e.

E
[
Θ̃
]
> 0 � the less it spends in service quality to collect them ex ante.

Finally, the denominator of (10) includes var
(
λ̃
)
. This is equal to var

(
ξ̃
)

+var (ρ̃)−2cov
(
ξ̃, ρ̃
)
.

The variance can be taken as a measure of uncertainty. So, (10) suggests that the higher is the un-

certainty over the future monetary policy stance and over the future e�ects of the current investment

in service quality, the less the bank spends to attract DDs ex ante.

The e�ect of monetary policy shocks on lending

The expressions of l∗1 and l∗2 are useful to analyze the e�ect of a monetary policy shock on bank

lending. The change in the outstanding loan amount is in general:

4l2 = l∗2 − l∗1 =
Λ̃− ε̃

2 (αl + ε)
− ε

(αl + ε)
ρ̃d1 +

ε

(αl + ε)

[
ξ̃αqq + Θ̃

]
Consider, again, a contractionary monetary policy.

28In fact, allowing for cov
(
ξ̃, ε̃
)
6= 0 would not change the sign of cov

(
λ̃, ε̃
)
and would actually increase the

magnitude.
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First, 4l2 is a function of the change in loan demand. If loan takers' willingness to borrow

decreases, i.e. Λ̃ < 0, the outstanding loan amount decreases.

Second, 4l2 depends on the bank's borrowing cost. A contractionary monetary policy shock

comes with a positive fraction of DDs withdrawn, ρ̃ > 0, and a positive shift in the IBD interest

rate, ε̃ > 0. Both have the e�ect of decreasing loan supply. The e�ect of ρ̃ is ampli�ed the larger is

ε, and so the less elastic is the supply of IBDs. In that case, the shift ε̃ loses weight and the change

in outstanding loan amount is mainly due to ε

(αl+ε)
ρ̃d1.

Third, the more service quality still brings new DDs, ξ̃ > 0, and/or the larger are the exogenous

in�ows of DDs, Θ̃ > 0, the larger is loan supply.

What can be extracted from period 2 IBD interest rate

Period 2 IBD interest rate is de�ned in equation (7). I de�ne 4d2 = d∗2 − d∗1. Making use of the

budget constraint (b2 = l2 − d2), r
b
2 can be written as:

rb2 = ε̃+ ε (l2 − d2) = ε̃+ ε (l1 − d1 +4l2 −4d2)

Then, following equation (5), rb2 can be re-expressed as:

rb2 = −εd1 +
αlε

αl + ε
ρ̃d1 + εl1 +

ε
(

Λ̃− 2αlΘ̃
)

2 (αl + ε)
+

(
2αl + ε

)
ε̃

2 (αl + ε)
− αqαlε

αl + ε
ξ̃q (11)

Equation (11) shows that if the supply of IBDs is not perfectly elastic, and ε 6= 0, period 2

funding rate is a function of period 1 amount of DDs and period 1 amount of loans.

When DDs have an in�nite maturity, and there is no monetary policy shock, the stock of DDs

that the bank has at the beginning of period 2 indicates its needs to borrow on the IBD market along

the period. The larger is such amount, the less the bank needs to borrow. When the IBD interest

rate increases with the quantity to borrow, and ε > 0, the relationship between rb2 and d1 in (11) is,

in fact, negative. The relationship between rb2 and l1 in (11) is, instead, positive. In my modelling,

loans have one period maturity. However, holding �xed the amount of DDs, a larger amount of loans

indicates a larger need to �nance with IBDs. In case ε > 0, this leads to a higher IBD interest rate.

The e�ect of period 2 monetary policy shock is to shift the supply of DDs. The bank is led
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to adjust its liability structure issuing more (or less) IBDs. If the loan demand and the supply of

IBDs are not perfectly elastic, and αl, ε 6= 0, rb2 is then a function of the fraction of DDs ρ̃ which

is withdrawn (or added) due to period 2 monetary policy shock. The lower is the elasticity of the

supply of IBDs, and/or the more DDs are sensitive to monetary policy shocks, the larger is the e�ect

on rb2.

Equation (11) can be directly brought to the data. It enables us to test (1) if the supply of IBDs

is not perfectly elastic, and (2) if DDs are sensitive to monetary policy shocks. An econometric

model based on (11), however, raises the issue of measuring and including service quality q. If this

is not possible, α
qαlε
αl+ε

ξ̃q falls in the error term, causing the endogeneity of d1 and l1.
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